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MSU preparing
for possible cuts

66
There's a lot of
fear and a little
anger out there.

By CYRUS AFZALI

a,

Curtis Gans
page 3

66
We know that they
are better than us,
that's no secret.
Jeremy Grogan
page 10

a,

LOCAL
Once local Democratic Party
officials became aware of a
complaint, they took down a
large political sign hanging on
the side of the George Weaks
Community Center, according
to City Planner Don Elias.
Page 2

SPORTS
TORONTO — The Toronto
Blue Jays, known for failing in
big games, play the biggest of
their lives tonight. A triumph
brings a title. A loss revives
that reputation. Page 10

FORECAST
Mostly clear and mild. Low 50
to 55. Light wind. Friday,
increasing clouds by late afternoon; mostly sunny until then.
High in the upper 70s.

LAKE LEVELS

Murray Ledger & Timor Staff Writer

The administration at Murray
State University is already preparing to deal with the possibility
of a cut in state appropriations,
although no definite cuts have
been announced and some state
officials doubt they will become
reality.
Gov. Brcreton Jones and his
top advisers voiced hope Wednesday that a potential budget
shortfall of $70 million this fiscal
year could be overcome without
state layoffs, program cuts or
other drastic steps.
The danger of a shortfall in the
fiscal year that began July 1 was
caused by the juggling of money
to avoid a shortfall the day
before.
To balance the previous
t, $100 million in state
budge
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Local students 'elect' Clinton
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

•

•

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

HANDS-ON HISTORY

Nathan B. Stubblefield exhibit
now open at Wrather Museum

Here are budget amounts,
exclusive of debt service, that
state universities and community colleges would have to
defer in the event of a 2 percent budget cut. (Figures from
the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education.):
$931,900
Eastern Kentucky
$306,800
Kentucky State
$553,600
Morehead State
$676.800
MURRAY STATE
$473,400
Northern Kentucky
Univ. of Kentucky . $4,411.800
UK Comm. Colleges . S1.191,600
Univ. of Louisville . $2,150,700
$908,300
Western Kentucky
$11,604,900
TOTAL
carry-forwards, initiated hiring
only for curricular requirements,
both in terms of faculty and support staff, and put out a notice
that travel be restricted to travel
essential to the university," Kurth
said.
Kurth said he and his administration will begin drawing up
plans today for setting aside 2
percent of the university's
budget, or $676,800.
"I think it's fair to say that on
the heels of two previous budget
cuts, we're committed to start
looking at programs, because we
have drawn the university fund
balance down to low levels from
previous cuts," he said.
Don Kassing, vice president
for university relations and administrative services, said the state
instructed universities Wednesday to delay all discretionary
expenditures, and the administration will be working on implementing that plan.
"It (the timing of the cut)
makes it very difficult because
you've already made contractual
commitments. The later into the
year, the more difficult they 9the
cuts) become. His (Jones)
II TURN TO PAGE 3
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A Murray farmer and inventor, Stubblefield's 1908 patented
Stubblefield was destitute at the wireless telephone. A visitor to
time of his death in 1928.
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Sally Alexander, acting direc- a recording on the inventor's life.
tor of the museum, said that the
The two men took their reproexhibit brings together several duction to three national convenpersonal items that belonged to tions this summer.
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Associated Press Writer

President Bush, wrapping up a
whistlestop tour through Southeastern states, said today that
Ross Perot offers "nutty ideas"
as well as good ones, makes
"crazy statements" and oversimplifies the president's job.
Bush and Gov. Bill Clinton
both were battling over traditional GOP strongholds, the Democrat courting disaffected Republicans and the president trying to
shore up his base in the campaign's last two weeks.
Clinton, campaigning today
from Seattle to southern California's Orange County, also altered
his schedule to squeeze in Missouri on Friday.
Bush was asked on CBS "This
Morning" about his independent
challenger and said: "I don't
think he can possibly win. I think
he knows that. I think most people supporting him know that."
"They want to make a statement, a statement of anger or a
statement of support for a guy
that states he will stand up, open
the hood, fix it," Bush said, raising his voice to mimic the Dallas
billionaire.
He added though that "it's a
little more complicated than
opening the hood, sticking your
head in there and saying, I'll fix
it. It's a little more difficult in
the real world."
Bush said Perot has "some
good ideas and he's got some
nutty ideas and he makes some
crazy statements ..." He cited as
an example of that Perot's charge
in the Monday debate that the
administration had given Saddam
Hussein a green light to annex
GINA HANCOCK/edger A Times photo
ern Kuwait.
north
lefield
n
Larry Albert, right, poses next to a replica of Natha Stubb
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at the Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
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IN Local students `elect' Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1
Ernest Stewart, a ninth grader,
said he is a Bush supporter.
"1 think he is the best candidate to lead us in defense, but all
the candidates have good points,"
Stewart said.
Jason Grogan, a 10th grader,
said that Bush's reversal on raising taxes, as well as his performance the last four years caused
him to vote for Clinton.
"I think Perot is trying to be a
comedian," Grogan said.
Kelly A. Hale, a 10th grader,
said she watched the debates and
that her parents' opinions have
impacted her views. She voted
for Clinton.
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schools Oct. 28. A political rally
is also planned at the middle
school where students acting as
Bush, Clinton and Perot will give
brief speeches.
Murray High School principal
Bill Wells said that voter
registration tables have been set
up twice at the school in the past
year.
"The election is very much a
topic of conversation here.
Almost 90 percent of our students
go on to college and they have
concerns about the future job
market.
"They're concerned about beating Heath Friday night in football, but they are also concerned

about what Bush/Clinton/Perot
will do as president," Wells said.
Murray High's school newspaper, Black & Gold, plans an
election section for publication
Oct. 29, which will feature an
editorial by a student supporting
each candidate and will include
the staff's mock election results.
Journalism teacher Katie Carpenter said that the two most
important issues students have
cited are the economy and the
environment.
Margot McIntosh, a teacher
who works with gifted and
talented students on the elementary and middle school levels,
said that a mock election will

also be held at Robertson
Elementary Nov. 2.
"For the last nine weeks, we
have been studying the political
process. One reason we have
planned the rally is to satisfy
some of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act mandates which
encourage students to show what
they have learned.
"Our emphasis has been to create a generation of new voters —
young people who realize the
importance of voting and how the
process works," McIntosh said.
The teachers plan to keep a
record of the students' votes to
compare them to results in 1996.

Democrats act on sign complaint

LumberP
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Change was Nathan Lamb's
reason for supporting Clinton.
Tenth grader Joey McDougal
voted for Perot.
"I don't believe Bush has done
that well in office," McDougal
said.
Emily Leslie said she decided
to support Perot after listening to
one of his recent commercials.
"He had some things to say
that 1 found interesting. I think he
is honest," Leslie said.
Sheri Tatlock believes the election will be close and that the
debates have been good. She is a
Clinton supporter.
Mock elections are planned for
Murray High and Murray Middle

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
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Once local Democratic Party
officials became aware of a complaint, they took down a large
political sign hanging on the side
of the George Weaks Community
Center, according to City Planner
Don Elias.
The display of political signs at
the center was brought up Tuesday night at the planning commission meeting by member
Tommy Sanders.
Sanders said the signs are a
violation of Murray's political
sign ordinance, which allows

only one sign per lot, as well as
setting a size limit of eight square
feet. The ordinance also sets time
limits for displaying signs.
Elias was not sure Tuesday
night if the ordinance could be
enforced because the signs were
displayed on property owned by
another government entity — the
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
City ordinances cannot be
enforced against other governmental bodies, he said.
Sanders, however, wanted an
opinion from City Attorney Don

, CLARIFICATION
Due to a reporter's error, an
accident report in Monday's
'Local News Roundup' incorrectly described the details of a twocar accident Friday at 4:39 p.m.
on North 12th Street.
The report should have said
Sharon K. Price, 45, Rt. 1 Box
677, Hardin, was stopped at the
entrance to Central Center preparing to turn onto North 12th
Street when she saw a vehicle
making a right hand turn into
Central Center. Price then started
her turn onto North 12th Street
and collided with a 1989 Dodge
Daytona driven by Michelle E.
Ward, 25, Rt. 1 Box 58, Murray.
Monday's report incorrectly
stated that Ward hit Price's
vehicle.
• • • •
Due to a photographer's error,
a cutline accompanying a story
and photo concerning American
Heart Association educational
kits omitted the name of one of
the representatives. Debbie
Anderson represented Calloway
County schools during the distribution of the kits.

REUSE
THE
Vine NEWS.
Recycle This Newspaper

Overbey on that position. Elias
said Wednesday that Overbuy
basically agreed with Sanders.
According to Elias, Overbuy
said the Democratic Party is a
private group renting space from
the county, so the ordinance
would apply.
Letters will be sent to both the
Democratic and Republican parties outlining the ordinance.
Elias said he will follow-up
within three days to make sure
the ordinance is being followed.

Local News Roundup
MURRAY ACCOUNTANT CONVICTED WEDNESDAY
A Calloway Circuit Jury convicted a Murray man Wednesday of charges
resulting from activities conducted while he performed accounting services
for several area businesses. The jury recommended that Michael Keller be
sentenced to a year on each of five counts of converting funds in excess of
$100, with the five-year sentence to run consecutively. Keller will be formally sentenced by Calloway Circuit Judge David Buckingham Nov. 13 at 1:30
p.m.

MURRAY POLICE ARREST WOMAN WEDNESDAY
The Murray Police Department arrested a Murray woman and charged her
with two counts of possession of a forged instrument. According to reports,
Mary Cokolow Elkins of Murray was allegedly involved in cashing two
checks at the BP Auto Laundry.

FIREMEN STAND BY AT TRANSFORMER FIRE
The Murray Fire Department responded to a transformer fire at the intersection of Seventh and Elm Streets Wednesday at 3:48 p.m. According to
reports, firemen stood by until workers from the Murray Electric System
arrived and corrected the malfunction.

FIREMEN INVESTIGATE ALARMS AT BUSINESS
The Murray Fire Department responded to two alarms at the Hutson Co,
Inc., 406 N. Fourth St., Wednesday night. Firemen were first dispatched at
11:02 p.m. when the business's alarm activated a warning panel at the Murray Police Department. The business was inspected, but no cause for the
alarm could be found. Firemen advised the police department's dispatcher
to contact an official with the company who came to the scene. The alarm
sounded again at 11:25 p.m., but another inspection of both the interior and
exterior of the structure failed again to find a cause for the alarm.

II Bush blasts Perot...
FROM PAGE 1
Clinton on Wednesday made a
point of saying his successes thus
far had not made him
overconfident.
"I'm just going to keep working like crazy ... I haven't won
this election yet by a long shot,"
Clinton said Wednesday, as he

hunted votes in Montana, Wyoming and Colorado, a region that's
voted Republican in every presidential election since 1964.
Bush, meanwhile, tried to
shore up his Southern base with a
train trip Wednesday across
North Carolina, a sute Republicans usually win easily in presidential contests.
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If Hindsight IsThe OnlyTimeYour
Vision Is 20/20,We've Got News ForYou.
A little foresight and a simple medical
procedure known as radial keratotomy
(RK)could change your perspective forever RK is a simple, safe out patient
procedure that corrects near sightedness
and astigmatism
The simple fact is that close to 100%
of those who opt for radial keratotomy
show a significant improvement Almost
95% will be able to see clearly without
the aid of glasses or contact lenses! And

that is big news indeed!
Ask the medical professionals at the
Van Dyck Eye Center for details They'll
show you just how your particular case
might be suited to the procedure
Have the foresight to call today and
schedule a free RK consultation to see if
you're a candidate Don't make excuses
Make an appointment Your hindsight
will tell you that you have made the
right decision

FREE RADIAL KERATOTOMY SURGERY SEMINAR
Saturday, October 24, 1992
9:00AM-11:00AM
400 Hospital Circle
Presentation by Dr John Van Dyck
Call 901.642.5003 or 1.800-489-0237 for reservations Space is limited
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Fort Campbell deaths under investigation
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— A sergeant who was one of
three soldiers killed in a shooting
at Fort Campbell loved the Army
and had just re-enlisted for
another three years, his sister
said.
"It was a part of him," Jeanette Hanks said of 1st Sgt. George
Brewster, 39, of Pinson, Ala.
Brewster joined the Army 20
years ago after graduating from
high school and was transferred
to Fort Campbell in September,
she said.
Spec. Gregory Radcliff, 25, of
Chicago, shot Brewster and Staff
Sgt. Elijah Miller, 34, of
Rembert, S.C., on Tuesday,
before turning the handgun on
himself, the Army said
Hanks said Army officials told
her only that her brother had been
murdered and did not give the
circumstances.
"They just said it was a dispute," she told The Courier-

Journal of Louisville in a phone
interview from her mother's
home in Pinson.
She said the Army told the
family that more details will be
released after Brewster's wife,
Florencia, returns to Fort Campbell today from Korea, where she
is a sergeant first class in the
Army.
The couple met at Fort Benfling, Ga., and married July 25,
but had not seen each other since
their honeymoon, Hanks said.
She said Brewster last spoke to
his mother about two weeks ago,
just before going out into the
field for training. "He was one of
the good soldiers."
The shootings occurred at
about 5:30 p.m. CDT after a field
exercise, the post's public information officer said.
Maj. Ed Gribbins said the weapon used was privately owned,
not military issue.
Soldiers are allowed to bring

their own weapons onto the post,
but they must be registered with
the Law Enforcement Command
and signed over to the Army,
Gribbins said. Soldiers must have
the permission of their company
commander to take their weapons
out of storage.
Radcliff's weapon was not
registered, he said.
All three men were assigned to
C Company, 3rd Battalion, 327th
Infantry Regiment. The shooting
occurred in that unit's headquarters. Brewster was shot first, then
Miller, officials said.
The three were shot in separate
rooms with a .357-caliber Magnum, post officials said.
Army officials said they had
not established a motive for the
shootings. Military police and
agents of the Fort Campbell
Criminal Investigative Division
are investigating, Gribbins said.
Radcliff was upset with his
sergeant over an incident that had

News of the World
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te.
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There's a lot of fear and a little anger out there."
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and found that while a few were cheaper in the United States most
substantially more expensive here. The largest discrepancy, a 967 percent
price difference, was for Isordil, a drug made by Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories
for the control of angina. Birth control pills, antidepressants, sedatives, antibiotics, pain relievers and other preparations were among those that cost
more.
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but
Social Security acknowledged there was trouble processing the claims,
. "I really
the agency said it was working on the problem with some success
view this as a back-door assault on a very important part of the Social Security system," Ron Pollock, executive director of Families USA Foundation,
said Wednesday.

FROM PAGE

announcement coming one-third
into the year gives us the rest of
it to get positioned and react if
we have to. It's helpful to have
this information at this point,"
Kassing said.
Although the cut is not final,
Kurth did say it would be very
difficult for the university to
meet a cut of those proportions.
"I have been tracking our
reserves rather carefully and I
don't anticipate the university
having sufficient reserves to cover this kind of cut, were it to be
requested," he said.
Kurth said the university's
ability to meet its educational
mission could be hurt with actual
cuts.
"I think that the achievement
of the university's educational
mission was already stressed with
the budget cuts of the two previous occasions. Were this contingency planning to become a reality, or a budget cut, it would
indeed stress the ability of the
university to achieve its educational mission," he said.
Kurth said when university
officials met in late August, they
decided to lock any non-budget
assets and restrain hiring out of
"simple prudence."
"We were not anticipating any
cut. I and others were working
very hard to prevent higher education from being a rainy-day

1

apparently occurred during the
military maneuvers, according to
the Nashville Banner, which cited
an anonymous source close to the
investigation.
The soldier asked to see the
sergeant in his office, poked a
pistol into his face and fired, the
source said.
Then Radcliff killed another
soldier who heard the shot and
had come to investigate, the source said.
The disgruntled GI shot himself before he could be stopped,
the source said.
A large field exercise, Operation Mega Gold, is in its second
week at Fort Campbell.
The operation involves 3,300
soldiers, including a third of the
combat strength of the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) —
headquartered at Fort Campbell
— as well as other units from the
Army, Army Reserves, National
Guard and Marines.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Development Finance
Authority has approved two loans
totaling $1.25 million to a label
company that plans a printing
plant in Paducah.
The loans approved Tuesday
are part of a larger financial
package that is being negotiated
with banks in Evansville, Ind.,
and Paducah.
Michael Clark, senior vice
president for administration for
Koch Label Co., said the financial package and other sensitive
details must be worked out before
plans for the plant are complete
and a formal announcement is
made.
The company's primary business is making labels for beer
products produced by AnheuserBusch and Miller Brewing. It also
makes labels for Pennzoil, Procter & Gamble and StarKist.
-
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fund, especially in light of what
took place in two previous cuts.
My position is any cut is too
much," he said.
When asked about athletic
expenditures, Kurth said they are
"a lightning-rod issue" and he
does not expect that to change.
"We're looking very carefully
at athletic expenditures and at the
kind of expenditures the university can afford under the current
constrained fiscal circumstances.
I think we're already embarked
on a course among OVC presidents which meets this kind of
contingency planning," he said.
Kurth said the presidents are
looking very realistically at the
possibilities of constrained funding in the out-years of the biennium, and planning is being done
to anticipate a variety of
circumstances.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Some of
the information for this story
was contibuted by the Associated
Press.
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Charles Clark lived by a
philosophy of dedication
Dr. Charles D. Clark was a mainstay in the medical community here for more than 40 years before he was forced into
retirement by health problems earlier this year.
A family practice specialist, he began serving the people
of Murray and Calloway County in 1951. The Kirksey native
once explained that he chose to practice here "because it was
home."
Through the years, his reputation for caring and compassion earned him great respect in our community and among
his peers. He was honored as Doctor of the Year in 1985 by
the Kentucky Academy of Family Physicians.
His conscientiousness in serving his patients — including
an occasional housecall right up until he retired — resulted
in "many a cold supper," he once remarked. But that was Dr.
Clark and the philosophy of dedication he lived by.
His passing Sunday evening saddens us. Yet, at the same
time, we take the opportunity to reflect gratefully on the
medical contributions he made and on the devotion he
showed to the people of our community throughout a distinguished career.
His model as a youngster was Dr. J.V. Stark of Kirksey, a
country doctor who made housecalls until his death at age
90. Dr. Clark said of him:
"He was a brilliant physician who loved everything about
his work. He was loved by all of his patients. I figured if I
could emulate him in his medical practice, I would have a
successful and meaningful life."
We offer our heartfelt sympathy to Dr. Clark's wife, three
children and five grandchildren, trusting that they take some
comfort in knowing that his life indeed was just that — successful and meaningful.

Maybe the '96 debates will be smoother
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — Maybe
next time, there will be presidential campaign debates without
haggling, and the contestants
won't try to write the rules.
But don't bet on it.
The odds are better than before
that in 1996, the campaign
matchups will be fashioned by an
independent debate process, commissioned in advance, and not
subject to bargaining between
rival nominees.
Bill Clinton said it should have
been done that way in 1992, by
the bipartisan Commission on
Presidential Debates, and his
campaign chairman said that
would apply in a re-election campaign as well.
"We'd leave it to the commission," Mickey Kantor said after
the last of the three debates
between Clinton, President Bush
and independent Ross Perot.
Clinton had said they should
debate under the terms and dates
set by the commission, but Bush
insisted that the two campaigns
negotiate rules and a schedule.
Incumbents tend to do that. At
the White House, they don't like
yielding control over a president's forums. And that pattern
applies regardless of party.

If there is an incumbent seeking re-election in 1996, it will be
Clinton. A president running for
a second term and willing to
commit in advance to let the
commission run the debates could
end the preliminary bickering that
has been a habit.
The Clinton people say he'd do
it, in keeping with his position
this time. "This thing should not
be a subject of manipulation by
the campaigns," he had said
before relenting and accepting
direct negotiations with the Bush
camp. The Republicans were
blunt about their motive, saying
they were not going to yield
authority over so crucial a campaign forum.
So the schedule and format the
commission had set and Clinton
had accepted in June were
scrapped, and new ones were
negotiated. The Democratic and
Republican campaigns — Perot
wasn't included — set rules and
dates. And the commission then
sponsored the three presidential
and one vice presidential debate.
Republicans shrugged off a
1996 debate format as hypothetical, since their next nomination
will be an open one, and the
nominee ultimately will decide
how to handle the debate question. That gets back to the reality
that always leads to debates about

debates: If there is an advantage
to be gained, candidates will go
for it, because they are campaigning to win, not to improve debating as an art form.
Clinton would not be immune,
should he win on Nov. 3 and seek
re-election in four years. The
political needs of 1996 could
affect the stand he took in this
campaign. Then again, a president's willingness to follow terms
set by the independent debate
commission would almost certainly force his challenger to do
the same.
Besides, the debates this year
demonstrated the risks of trying
to shape outcomes by demanding
specific formats. The commission
had proposed three debates, each
with a moderator, no panels to
question the candidates. Clinton
agreed. Bush insisted on questioning panels, the system used in
all the prior debates.
The bargaining produced formats in four varieties: panel,
moderator, audience participation, combination.
Ironically, Bush had his best
night of the series in East Lansing, Mich., during the opening
phase of Monday's last debate,
with a moderator presiding.
With the questioning panels
Bush wanted, the Oct. 11 opening
debate, and the second half of the

final one, no candidate seemed to
gain clear advantage, and the
standoffs favored Clinton, the
leader in the polls.
Clinton came on strongest
when the audience asked questions, in Richmond, Va., on Oct.
15. He had demanded that format. His bargainers said the Bush
side would balk, and a debate
producer said it wouldn't work,
but Clinton was adamant, and got
his way.
Kantor said debates in which
people ask questions should be
standard in future campaigns.
This time, the intense timetable, four debates in eight days,
and the shifting formats were
produced by campaign bargaining
and compromise, not by design.
But it worked, as executive
producer Edward M. Fouhy
noted, maintaining interest and
boosting audiences. The tight
schedule made the debates into a
miniseries, and the TV audiences,
which had been expected to slip,
increased instead, to an estimated
90 million plus for the final
round.
• • • •
(Walter R. Mears, vice president
and columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 25 years.)

Letters to the Editor

Clinton's numbers don't add up
Dear Editor:
Clinton's tax numbers don't add up. How do we know? We tried to
do it. Clinton says he wants to raise taxes on the top 2 percent of the
taxpayers — people, he claims, making over S200,000 a year. He is
wrong! According to the Treasury Department, the top 2 percent
begins at taxable incomes of $64,800.
Clinton's plan calls for $83 billion in income tax increases on upper
income taxpayers. He says he will do this by raising the top tax rate to
36 percent. He is wrong! To raise $83 billion under this new rate
Clinton would have to raise taxes on individuals with taxable income
of $53,400.
Clinton's plan calls for S150 billion overall in new taxes, $45 billion of which would come from collecting additional taxes on foreign
companies operating in the United States. He is wrong! The congressional Joint Committee on Taxation estimates that an additional SI
billion could be collected from foreign firms, leaving Clinton $44 billion shy of his tax load. To make up for this Clinton would have to
raise the tax rate to 36 percent on individuals with taxable incomes of
536,600.
Clinton may even be wrong about raising "only" $150 billion in
new taxes. He still hasn't explained how he will pay for hundreds of
billions of dollars worth of unfunded promises. To cover just a portion
of the IOUs, Clinton would have to raise taxes on individuals with
taxable incomes of $20,100.
People believe me, he is not telling you the truth about taxes.
Max T. Canady
Rt. 5, Box 747 Murray

SLOW 'DANCING

Mix dirt and truth and you get mud

"I don't understand why people
are complaining about all the dirty politics in this campaign,"
Slats Grobnik said.
Because many Americans are
turned off by vicious politics.
They want a reasoned presentation and discussion of the issues.
"Not me. I think all this is
truth-slinging."
Truth-slinging? You mean
mud-slinging.
Dear Editor:
"Well, you call it mudI am deeply frustrated with the elected representatives that
slinging.
But to me, all the rouen
repeatedly ask for the public's support, simply because they have a
stuff they say about each other
particular label attached to them. I guess the most disgusting example
sounds true, so I call it truthis one of our U.S. Senators, Wendell Ford. Here is an individual who
slinging."
has been in Congress for numerous terms, and who has repeatedly votYou believe the reckless and
liberal
ed for the excessive spending programs sponsored by the
unfair allegations they are makDemocratic leadership, which is responsible for Democratic budget ing about each other?
and economy that is such a mess, not the president.
"I ain't heard nothing that
These poorly thought-out spending programs has placed each of us
sounds unfair. Bush and Quayle,
S25,000-plus in debt. These so-called public servants have the authori- they keep saying that Clinton is a
ty to borrow money, in our names, for self-serving causes. Senator slippery character who
keeps
Ford has voted for and led the initiative for the last several pay raises switching
his story about the
these so-called public servants have voted for themselves.
draft, and where he stood on the
His commercials say "if it ain't good for Kentucky, I ain't for it." war with Saddam, and other stuff.
Not withstanding the grammar, if you believe that then you are a
And that's true, ain't it?"
prime candidate for a used bridge sale. Do you see his opponent, State
I don't know if it is fair to call
Sen. David Williams, advertising on TV? No, because he is not suphim slippery, but I suppose he's
ported by all the special interest groups that have gained from the use
bobbed and weaved and changed
of the money that Ford has voted to borrow, and taxes on each of us, his mind a few times. However,
and used in part to help him buy his way back into office, so he can
so has Bush. Are we to believe
continue to do more of the same.
that Bush didn't know about the
Please, just take a moment and look at Ford's voting record. It is as
Iran-Contra sneakiness?
liberal as any in Congress.
"No, I think he knew. So that
Senator Williams is a committed public servant with responsible, means that both of them, Clinton
conservative views who also supports term limits of members of Con- and Bush, are slippery characters.
gress. That one issue is the public's last great hope to reclaim our
And that's what I mean about
government of the people, by the people, and for the people.
truth-slinging being good. Now
Please, take the time to consider what we are allowing these hypowe know that we got to choose
crites in Congress to do to children, their children and this country
between two slippery characters."
which we all should value so deeply. These are the people who have
You exclude Ross Perot.
deliberately sabotaged the economy for partisan political reasons in
"No, I think he's kind of slipthe hope of regaining the Whitt House.
pery, too, except he's better at
Please, join me in supporting Ky. Sen. David Williams in his effort
pretending he ain't slippery.
to restore a public servant to the U.S. Senate.
That's the advantage you get
Vernon R. Anderson
when you're short and got big
2222 Quail Creek Dr., Murray ears and talk like a country-and-

Seeks support ofDavid Williams

western yokel. People forget how
you got rich."
You mean the mud-slinging
about his use of clout.
"Not, mud, truth-slinging.
Sure, he made his fortune with
government contracts. He gripes
about political insiders, but where
did he make his bundle — standing in line at a Social Security
office? He's almost as big an
insider as Bush."
So you do concede that Bush
has had a privileged life and
career?
"Sure. That's some more real
truth-slinging, when they say he
don't understand ordinary people,
which is why he can't figure out
why so many of them are mad at
him. How's he supposed to
understand problems of ordinary
people? When he started his oil
business, his family gave him a
stake that I figure would be
almost 2 million in today's dollars. My old man gave me the
help wanted ads. And because his
pa was a blue-blood senator himself, Bush knew the ins and outs
and the way was greased for him.
Yeah, he's a real shot-and-beer
guy."
Then you must admire Clinton's humble origins.
"Hey, spare me that humble
origins stuff. The way he talks,
you'd think he was Abe Lincoln,

but he didn't have it half bad, and
it didn't take him long to find
some political clout in Arkansas
and use it. Now he's turned into
some kind of jukebox."
A what?
"That's what he reminds me
of. You push a button and it plays a song. Then you push another
button and it plays a different
song. Then you go back and play
the first button and it plays the
same song over again. Him and
his running mate, the pretty boy."
You mean Albert Gore. You
don't like him, either?
"He looks like he's been
dipped in the wave-set my wife
used to use on her hair. He's like
one of those big mechanical puppets at Disney World. His mouth
opens and out comes the same
stuff. Him and Bill Clinton are
going to do this, and they're
going to do that. Why don't he
just comeout and say they're
going to juice up the taxes?"
See, you have fallen for the
Republican mud-slinging about
tax-and-spend, tax-and-spend.
"What, you think they won't
tax and spend? Where the Democrats gonna get the money to pay
for everything they promise, by
sending their wives out on the
streets in hot pants and boots?"
Ah, but what about all the
Republican taxing and spending?

AO.
'V

.

"Sure, and that's true, too. So
they're splattering each other
with the same truth. No matter
who's in there, our money ain't
safe."
Am I to assume you are leaning toward Perot?
"I thought about it until I heard
this admiral he put on as his running mate. I know he was a great
hero in the prison camps, and I
respect him for it. And I read
some of the stuff he wrote, and I
know he is a pretty smart guy,
and I respect him for that, too.
But when I heard him on TV, I
thought: Th-oh, the third guy
didn't show up so they ran outside and yanked this innocent
bystander off the street.' No, I
don't expect everybody to talk
like Ronald Reagan, but the only
time I understood him was when
he said he forgot to turn on his
hearing aid. I'll say one thing for
him, he ain't slick."
But today, all politicians must
be somewhat slick. The voters
expect it.
"That's right, which is why
Clinton is winning. He's slicker
than Bush, although I got to give
Bush credit for trying to get a
little slicker. In that first debate,
you could tell by the way he put
his hand in his pocket and kind of
slouched and tried to be cheerful
that he rehearsed by watching old
Cary Grant movies."
It sounds to me like you are
still in the ranks of the
undecided.
"Nah, I know who I'm gonna
probably vote for. But I'm still
undecided about one thing."
That is?
"Whether to use my fingers to
hold my nose closed or
clothespin."

•
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Playhouse in the Park elects new
board members for upcoming year
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DANIEL T PARKER/Ledger Lk Ines photo
Jackson Purchase Arts Council (JPAC) allocations were distributed to six local organizations during
last Friday's Business Council for the Arts meeting. Receiving grants were (left to right) C.B. Hunt,
the Murray Civic Music Association; Albert Sperath, the MSU-Eagle Gallery; Pat Clark, the Murray
Art Guild; BCA past president Constance Alexander, who distributed the checks; Karen Balzer, the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company; Tim Burruss, Playhouse in the Park; and Jay Overton, the
National Scouting Museum's Spinners!

Playhouse schedules three productions
The Playhouse in the Park has
scheduled auditions for three productions to be performed during
the 1992-93 season.
Auditions for "Fences" will be
held Oct. 26-27 from 7-10 p.m.;
Oct. 28-29 from 6-8 p.m. for
"The Best Christmas Pageant
Ever" and Nov. 2-3 at 7 p.m. for
"The Gift of the Magi."
All auditions will be held at
the Playhouse and will consist of
readings from the scripts.
"Fences," by August Wilson, is
a moving study of black family
life in the 1950, illustrating the
tendencies we have to build
fences and keep people out.
There are roles for five black
men, one black woman and one
young, black girl between the
ages of 10 and 12.
"The Best Christmas Pageant
Ever," by Barbara Robinson, tells
the story of the time when even
though the most rowdy kids in
school took over the annual
Christmas story, it still was the

Purchase Players
to present soapstyle comedy
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"Love Is Murder," or so they
say.
At least that is how it seems
when five romance authors get
together for a weekend to prepare
a television special on the world
of romance fiction. It appears that
in this soap-opera style comedy,
the only sane people will be the
audience, but this farce will have
them laughing so hysterically
they will wonder about
themselves.
Mayfield's Purchase Players
Theatre Group will present this
Tim Kelly adventure Oct. 29-31
at the Legion Building at 7:30
p.m. nightly. Tickets are $5 for
adults and $4 for senior citizens
and children. A costume contest
will be held Halloween night and
children 12 and under in costume
will be admitted for $1.
The cast includes Dusty Knotts
as the Queen of Romance Fiction,
the flaming Valentine Velour.
Richard Scog,gins plays Walter
Lydecker, her agent. Larry Oliver
is Dr. Wintergreen, Valentina's
nutritionist and vitamin coach.
The other authors are portrayed
by Denina Robertson, Melanie
Stinson and LaVerne Waldrop.
Wayne Knotts, Amy Rose, Clayton Green, Brent Knotts and
Eddie Robertson round out the
cast.

school's best Christmas pageant.
There will be roles for four men,
six women, eight boys and nine
girls, with major roles for children ages eight to 15.
"The Gift of the Maji" is a
unique treatment of 0. Henry's
classic story of Christmas and the
true meaning of giving. There
will be roles for two men and two
women.
• • • •
The Playhouse will hold a
series of workshop entitled "The
Art of Improvisational Acting"
Nov. 8-9, 15-16 and 22-23 from
7- p.m.
The adult workshops, for persons 18 and up, will be open to
the general public at a cost of
$25 for the entire month, but
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country, the idea of owning a home has been the
foundation of the American Dream. Here at United
Commonwealth Bank, we're committed to making that
dream a reality for our neighbors here in Murray and
throughout Calloway County
In addition to making the approval process move as
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8.25% APR
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Rates are subject to change
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call or stop by United
Commonwealth Bank today.
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0 1% originationfee
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The poster calendar and desk
calendar will be unveiled during
the ceremonies. Copies of the
calendars will be distributed at no
cost to local and national organizations and the general public.

THROUGHOUT THE HISTORY OF OUR

a

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

An entry submitted by Whitney
Lynn Lucas, a student at Pikeville Elementary School, was
selected to appear on the calendars' covers.

THE AMERICAN DREAM.

Works from the studio of Murray artist Joy Thomas are currently on display at a local
businesses.
The works will be shown at
Hilliard-Lyons on Murray's court
square through Nov. 12.
Among the paintings offered
are still-lifes, landscapes and figure studies. Prices are available
upon request.

A-1 GUTTERS

American Heart
Association

Fourth grader Derek McCallum's poster art was part of a collection of work submitted by
fourth, fifth and sixth-grade students across the commonwealth
selected to appear on the 1993
calendar distributed by the Division of Energy in the Kentucky
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. "Energy — Going In a New Direction"
was the theme of this year's poster contest.

John Peck, President and John Nix, Assistant Vice President

'13994

Thomas' work on
display at business

it
rs

THE DAY

Stop Smoking.

FRANKFORT — A North Calloway Elementary School student
will be among 13 young artists
from Kentucky who will be honored Tuesday. Nov. 10, at 12:30
p.m. during Energy Awareness
Week ceremonies in the Capitol
Rotunda in Frankfort.

OCTOBER 20-24

D.

1r

scholarships for the workshops
are available.
The workshops will be taught
by Timothy Burruss, the new
executive director of the Playhouse, and will offer improvisation techniques he has gathered
from California, Chicago and
Great Britain.
The series will give students a
wonderful chance to improve
stage skills, provide teachers a
wide range of exercises for their
students and offer everyone a
great deal of fun.
For more information on any
Playhouse activity or to make
reservations for the workshop,
contact the Playhouse at (502)
759-1752. Persons interested
should make reservations quickly
as space is limited.

Playhouse in the Park, the Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre, elected new board members and officers at its annual
membership meeting Oct. 13.
Newly elected members of the board of directors are Vicki
Jones, Cathryn Mallen and David Parker, all of Murray. Jones, a
former member of the baord, was also elected to serve as secretary.
President Bob Pervine recognized retiring board members Holly
Bloodworth and Pat Skinner and retiring board secretary Linda
Pierce.
Pervine also introduced Timothy Burruss, the new executive
director, to the general membership. BMUS assumed his duties
Oct. 1, replacing interim Executive Director Robert Valentine.
Board members continuing to serve include Pervine, Vice President Carol Bogard, Treasurer Kenneth Sutrick and Carol Julian,
immediate past-president. At-large members are Kathie Fleming,
Ginger Goodell, Randy Johnson, Pete Lancaster, Sue McNeary,
Roderick Reed and Dick Thomas, all of Murray and Sue Ellen
Morris of Clinton. Valerie Chapman of Murray joined the board
representing the Young Actors Guild.
Members of the board, which sets policy and directors the theatre's business, serve a two-year term.
The Board also approved hiring Suzanne Meeks as administrative assistant and approved the budget for the 1992-93 fiscal year.
Burruss announced a series of improvisational theatre workshops
to be held the first three weeks of November. Auditions were also
announced for the next two productions, "Home for the Holidays"
and "Fences," scheduled for late October.
Further information is available by calling the Playhouse in the
Park at 759-1752.

North Calloway
student receives
energy award

fam.

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank

TOGETHER IT'S POSSIBLE.
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MURRAY TODAY
Dismissals, new babies,
death listed by hospital
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
Oct. 20, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Joan Smith Kennedy, 1510
Cardinal, Murray; Robbie Medlock,
3400 M 15, Clarkson, Mich.;
Joe Parker, Ftt. 7, Box 151. Murray;

1:30

"Last of the 341
Mohicans" au 57:
1
Bargain Metinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3 00 Child 2.50
ies!
7, Rent your ironies • at the
• 753•331 4
.. nu t .
• loom he.
•
•

Open I Lam ID III:pm

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Mrs. Maggie Watts, P.O. Box 75,
Dukedom, Tenn.; Eunice R. Housden,
Rt. 2. Box 75A, Hazel;
Miss Lula Cooper. West View Nursing Homo, Murray; James Carmon
Morton, Rt. 1, Box 80, Hazel;
Mrs. Reba J. Beasley, 611 Ellis Dr.,
Murray; Miss Ruth Lassiter. 204 Poplar St., Murray;
Mrs. Helen F. Tucker, Rt. 1, Box
149, Farmington; George C. Woods.
Rt. 3, Box 20-C, Murray'.
IArs. Lanett* U. Hunt, 2115 Gait,
borough, Murray; Mrs. Elwanda C
Sullivan, Rt. 4, Box 362, Paris, Tenn.,
Justin Glen Gibbs, Rt. 7, Box 870,
Murray; Kenneth B. Newsome, Rt. 1,
Box 219-B, Murray;
Pits. Evelyn Sue Wien, B-1 Mobile
Home Village, Murray; Mrs Stacy E.
Murdock, Rt. 7, Box 470, Murray;
Miss Clara Nell Darnell, 1629 W.
Olive St. Murray, Mrs. Davide Kay
Bridges and baby girl. Rt 7, Box 354,
Murray.
William Henry Hayes, Rt. 6, Box
265, Murray, Miss Angela G. Skinner
and baby boy, 473 McCoy Hollow Rd.
Cadiz.
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration for
Wednesday, Oct. 21, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Sledd baby girl, parents. Becky and
Christopher. RI 1, Box 243E.
Gilbertsville
Dismissals
Oren Hull, Rt. 7, Box 148, Murray,
Mrs Ophie Thomas, Rt. 6, Box 1700.
Pans, Tenn.;
Mrs Dorothy Jean Camp. G2 Coach
Estates, Murray, Mrs Zetta Bryant.
116 Bradley Hill Rd., Dover, Tenn,
Bob Farris, 509 South Sixth St.
Murray. Mrs Tina Wright and baby
boy. Rt 2, Box 195AA, Murray;
Mrs Lona Garland. 808 Hurt Dr
Murray. Mrs Mavis Moore. Rt. 1, Box
496. Murray, Mrs. Etta Lou Bourland.
Rt 1, Benton,
David Dugger, Flt. 3, Box 1109, Murray. Miss Deana Sens and baby boy,
731 Riley Ct., Murray
Expiration
Robert Trees, Rt. 1. Box 73, Murray.

GREAT GIFT IDEAS...
•Hand Painted Watermelon Pottery
*Halloween Decorations *Cards • Frames
*Baskets 'Rugs *Candles
-Thanksgtving & Christmas Items Arriving DailyOnly At...

HOLLAND DRUGS
Downtown-Court Square

753-1462

,:N*4",i119,0140.
4.4stli4;214,3
ALL

IT 25% REG. t

HALLOWEEN
MERCHANDISE NOW REDUCED

PRICES•

11111111 IMI/0111St
The Piacelii Discover
University Plaza - On Chestnut Street

FALL CARPET SALES

Jamie Renee Morrison, nursing assistant at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. underwent surgery for an aneurysm at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, on Wednesday. Her insurance days have been
used. She has a son, Nathan, 4. Friends of Ms. Morrison have started a
fund for her expenses at Peoples Bank, downtown branch. Persons
may donate to the fund at the bank.

North Calloway event Friday
North Calloway Elementary School will have its Fall Festival on Friday.
Oct. 23. The cafeteria will open at 5 p.m. The activities will start at 6 p.m.
and end at 8:30 p.m. The King and Queen will be crowned at 9 a.m.'Halloween Hoe-Down' will be theme of the festival. Everyone is encouraged to
dress 'country or wear your Laker I-shin.

Retirees will meet Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees will meet Friday. Oct. 23, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Dr.
Ruth Jacquot of Murray State University will talk about 'Recycling and Environmental Matters.' All members are urged to attend. Any federal employees
retired or planning to retire soon are invited to join the group, a chapter
member said.

Southwest Festival on Saturday
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Parent-Teacher Organization will
sponsor its annual Fall Festival on Saturday, Oct. 24,from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the school. The cafeteria will be serving a variety of foods and free popcorn will be provided. Events will include Haunted House, Batman Cave,
Troll Throw, Pumpkin Walk, Cake Walk, Ninja Turtle Race and others.

YMCA Family Night Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Allen Howard

Swinford and Howard
wedding vows are said
The wedding of Miss Teresa Rena Swinford and Ted Allen Howard
was solemnized on Saturday, Sept. 5, at 7 p.m. at University Avenue
Church of Christ, Austin, Texas.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don Swinford of Paducah. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Howard of Murray.
The double ring ceremony was performed by candlelight with Lanny Henninger, minister of University Church, officiating.
Piano and vocal music was provided by Jacque Vilmam, Austin,
Texas. Jeff Allen, Columbus, Ohio, cousin of the groom, and Vince
Acosta, Austin, Texas, sang selections. Charles Deen, Austin, Texas,
accompanied on the guitar.
The bride, escorted by her father, was given in marriage by her
parents.
She wore a white faux shantung and Alencon lace gown. The fitted
bodice was adorned with hand beaded Alencon lace and featured a
portrait collar and long sleeves. From the dropped basque waistline
fell a straight skirt with a back slit and detachable cathedral length
oval train trimmed with a scalloped border lace.
The bride carried a large bouquet of Jacaranda roses and Casablanca lilies, enhanced by cascading white dendrobium orchids with English ivy.
Mrs. Dondrea Swinford Sullivan, sister of the bride, Austin, Texas,
was matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. Shannon Goodspeed,
Mrs. Minica Merrman, Mrs. Nancy Raper and Miss Jane Ann Dunn,
all of Houston, Texas, and Miss Lisa Howard, Austin, Texas, and Mrs.
Manlyn Howard Stevens, Taylormill, both sisters of the groom.
The attendants wore gowns that featured black velvet bodices and
three-quarter length sleeves with fuscia satin tea-length skirts. Black
shoes and stands of pearls completed the ensembles.
The groom wore a black double breasted shawl lapel tuxedo with a
black bowtie, cumberbund and shoes.
Jerry Howard, Henderson, brother of the groom, served as best
man. Groomsmen were Ted Howard, Murray, father of the groom,
Karl Converse, Houston, Texas, Steve Howard, Philadelphia, Pa.,
brother of the groom, Billy Howard, Mayfield, uncle of the groom,
David Ramsey, Austin, Texas, and Stuart Todd Swinford, Paducah,
brother of the bride.
The groomsmen were black single breasted shawl lapel tuxedos. A
fuscia bowtie and cummerbund and black shoes completed the outfit.
Ushers were Robert Acosta, Terry Williams and Rock McMahan,
all of Austin, Texas, Steve Stevens, Taylormill, brother-in-law of the
groom, and Scott Allen, Mansfield, Ohio, cousin of the groom.
Jordan Howard and Brett Howard, Henderson, nephews of the
groolm, were candlelighters.
A reception followed at the Texas Federation of Women's Clubs,
Austin, Texas.
After a wedding trip to Hawaii, the new Mr. and Mrs. Howard are
residing in Austin. Texas.

YMCA Family Night will be Saturday, Oct. 24, at 5:30 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center, 6.07 Poplar St., Murray. A sandwich potluck meal will be
served. All YMCA participants and members of any United Way Agency and
boards are invited to attend. The Halloween theme will be used. For more
information call 759-YMCA.

Scarbrough reunion on Saturday
The annual Scarbrough family reunion will be Saturday, Oct. 24, at Paris
Landing State Park Inn. Lunch will be served at noon in the dining room of
the inn. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

'Octoberfest' planned Saturday
A celebration of 'Octoberfest- will be Saturday, Oct. 24, from 2 to 8 p.m.
at Knights of Columbus Hall, Squire Hale Road, Murray. Members of the
'Octoberfest' 1992 invites the public to participate in the festivities. There
will be lots of food, games for the children as well as the adults, an auction
and several raffle items. All proceeds will go to improvements of the Parish
center and PSR of St. Leo's Catholid Church.

Singles (SOS) plan events
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have events on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. Oct. 23, 24 and 25. The group will meet Friday at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building to go to a dance at Mayfield. On
Saturday the group will meet at 1 p.m. at Chamber office to go to Land
Between the Lakes for a hike and to see the fall foliage. On Sunday the
group will meet at the Chamber to go to welding of Mark Solomon at Dawson Springs. The SOS is a support and social group for singles of all ages,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. The purpose of the
group is to provide positive social interaction and support. All singles are
invited and encouraged to attend. For more information about the location,
call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Church activities,,, planned
The University students of First Baptist Church will leave the Baptist Student Union at 5:45 p.m. Friday. Oct. 23, to go for a hayride from 6 to 8 p.m.
at the Kelly Farm. On Saturday, Oct. 24, from 6 to 10 p.m., the Youth Fall
Festival will be at the Furches' Farm.

VFW Auxiliary dinner is tonight
Ladies Auxiliary of Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will provide a
potluck meal for both the Post and Auxiliary members tonight (Thursday) at
7 p.m. This will be at the Weaks Community at 607 Poplar St., Murray.

'Janus Sunday' at St. John's
In celebration of the 37th anniversary of its founding as a congregation,
St. John's Episcopal Church is inviting all past and present members and
friends to a day of 'looking back and looking ahead' on Sunday, Oct. 25.
This special homecoming will be an opportunity to worship in the new
church buildingdedicated in March, to see old friends, remember the past,
s for the future. A potluck lunch, prepared by church
and to share
low the 10:30 a.m. service with scrapbooks, photos and
members, will follow
letters on display. Everyone in the community is invited to attend, a church
member said.

Ferguson Springs plans event
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church, located on Highway 80, seven miles
east of Hardin, will celebrate -Old Fashion Day' on Sunday, Oct. 25. The
Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. Following the service, a potluck meal will be served. Other activities will be featured. A gospel singing
featuring Peace from Wickliffe will conclude the day's activities at 3:30 p.m.
The public is invited to attend. Members are asked to dress in 'old fashion'
clothes.
.

WS Church plans open house

EAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENCY..

PHILADELPHIA.
Philladeepkiii Carpets,Sy Whams loshistries, Mow.

PRICE WAR.!
HUGE SAVINGS ON SELECTED
STYLES AND COLORS

Would like to welcome
Jeanne Orr, of Murray,
to our staff.
Jeanne brings with her a vast
knowledge of the travel industry.

Two Locations:

•••••••••••,
•
••••••••

Carpet El Floorcovering
IIM

West

763-2392

Special programs Saturday
Two separate programs on the contraceptive Not-plant, innovative form of
birth control, will be presented Saturday, Oct. 24, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Dr. Robert Kordevidi, a family practitioner with Hughes and
Korolevoch Medical Offices and a member of the medical staff at the hospital, will be the seminar's guest speaker. Norplant, which is placed under the
skin of a woman's arm during a simple office procedure, prevents pregnancy
for five- years. Programs will be at 9:30 a.m. and 11 a.m. in the third floor
classroom of the hospital. To register for this free seminar, call 762-1384.

Women's Conference scheduled

•

MITCHELL'S

An open house will be at Murray Branch Chapel of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints at 520 South 16th St., Murray, on Sunday, Oct.
25, from 7 to 8 p.m. The open house will feature a special video just
released that focuses on how families can find peace and happiness. 'This
will be an opportunity to see what the church has to offer individuals and
families with our youth programs scouting, women's organization and primary,' a church member said. Other displays will include genealogy, temples,
and emergency preparedness.

502 Maple St.
Murray
1-800-592-3017
7534646
101 El. 7th St.
Mayfield
247-8747

Mid-Continent Baptist College, Mayfield, will host a Christian Women's
Conference, Nov. 12-14, at Northside Baptist Church, Mayfield. 'We Were
Meant To Make A Difference' will be the theme of the conference with program personalities to include Cal Thomas, Marge Caldwell, Peggy Benson,
and Gigi Graham Tchividipan. Music will be by Beverly Terrell, Kendra
Cook, Janet Pollock and Sarah Atkinson. Another feature will be 30 or more
personal seminars. II is necessary to pre-register for the conference. The
conference fie will be &50 and should mailed with registration form to Mid
Continent Christian Women's Conference, 611 Lochridge St., Mayfield, Ky
42066. For more information and brochures call Northside Baptist Church,
Mayfield, at 1-247-4861.

To report local news: 753-1916
-

- se-
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MURRAY

Hello Stranger!
Searching for answers to aN
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative, Its my job to help
you get OVEN the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. CM...

Is A

-

effameagoit
Town -

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348
PUBLIC

NOTICE
I.

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."
29 at Murray Country
High School Class of 1977 held its 15-year reunion on Aug.
Morris, Mike
CALLOWAY HIGH REUNION — Calloway County Wyatt,
,
Rodney Adams, Roger Clubman, Ken Darnell Jerry Don
Black, Marion
Club. Attending were, from left, bottom row, Billy
Morris
Jamie
field,
Stubble
Pam Todd Wilkerson, Gail Smotherman
Buckingson
Murphy, Barry Futrell, Garry Miller; second row,
Thomp
,
Renee
l
Mathis
Fahrel
Jill
Stone,
Stan
Overby Smith, Sandra
Vanessa
,
lyn McKenzie Morris, Pam Harrell Patton, Tammy
Adams
,
Kevin
Susie
Wilson
Film,
Howard Grogan; back row, Bobby
Rodon,
ham, Candy Hargis Webb, Janet Murdock Futrell, Gay
Compt
ay
Trembl
Laura
rthy,
Norswo
d
, Terry Compton, Treasa Garlan
Dan
,
Rogers
,
Mark
Stone Fike, Sammie Tucker, Linda McCuiston DeVoss
Harper
Irvin
Sandra
t,
Barnet
Choate
Gibson, Diane
Futrell
Tommy
,
ney Scott, Teri Morris Futrell, Pam Dick Hudgins, Ronnie
Futrell
Teddy
are
d
picture
Smith and Donnie Paschall. Not
Watson, Keith Wallace, Pat Webb, Michael Haley, Larry
and Tim Bailey.

CALENDAR
Thursday, Oct. 22
TOPS KY 9469/6 p.m. weigh in,
7 p.m. program/Chamber of
Commerce. Info/Pamela,
753-7638.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

ALL

Y
LR
WE
FALL JE
and
FASHION

I
OFF
%
5
2
iii1111 111111111'1S

Thursday, Oct. 22

REG.
PRICES•

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m. and Nominations
Committee/7 p.m.
Murray High School events will
include Academic Team at
Christian County and ACT Practice Session/6-8 p.m./library.

University Plaza — On Chestnut Street

National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

oo.4..4444,e

Friday, Oct. 23
Parkinson's Support Group/4
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.

Pastor/Deacon/Wives Retreat of
River Baptist
Blood
Association/6 p.m./Memorial
Baptist Church.

Calloway County High School
Lakers host Paducah Tilghman in
football game at Jack Rose
Stadium/7:30 p.m.

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9
a.m.-noon; Pulpit Nominating
Committee/7 p.m.

Gravure Day/8 a.m.-noon/Collins
Center Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission free.

Humane Society of Calloway
County/7 p.m./Animal Shelter.
Note change from Wednesday.

Hazel church will honor pastor

Compassionate Friends/board
room/Murray-Calloway County
Hospital/7:30 p.m. 1nfo/498-8324
or 762-1274.

mitte,e on Nominations of the
churches in the West Kentucky
ky Baptist Convention,
lKentuc
Carrsvi
the
area. He established
ly serving as trustee
present
is
the
and
now
n,
Missio
Baptist
le
Mission Board of
Foreign
Carrsville Baptist Church. He of the
Convention.
Baptist
n
Souther
al
the
Memori
Wice
also pastored
He is the married to the former
Baptist Church in McCracken
Marie Tibbs. They have one
County, Little Cypess Baptist
,
er, Mrs. Faye Garland
County
ll
daught
Marsha
Chcurch in
Kofler, and two grandsons, TomColumbus Baptist Church in
my and Chaz Kotler, of JacksonHickman County and Second
before
,
ville, Fla.
Marion
in
Church
Baptist
Rev. and Mrs. Garland will be
coming to Hazel.
tor
to Paducah where he will
modera
moving
as
He has served
be available for supply, revivals
and on various committees of the
Blood River Baptist Association and interim pastorates.
Hazel Church will honor Rev.
and the West Kentucky Baptist
and Mrs. Garland at a potluck
Association.
Rev. Garland has served on the dinner to follow the 11 a.m. worAdvisory Board of Jonathan ship service. This will be "Super
Baptist Assembly, on the Sunday" stressing high attenCreek
Rev. James T. Garland
Board of Trustees of Mid- dance, a church member said. No
The Rev. James T. Garland, Continent Baptist Bible College, evening service will be held
pastor of Hazel Baptist Church, on the Executive Board and Corn- Sunday.
Hazel, for the past 19 years, has
announced his retirement from
r, fri
the pastorate. He has been in the
gospel ministry for 46 years. His
retirement will be effective Oct.
31.
Rev. Garland has pastored

"Organizing Clutter" Homemaker
lesson/10 a.m. and 7 p.m/Calloway
County Public Library.
Christian Men's Fellowship of
First Christian Church/7
p.m./Delamar's Restaurant.
Bill of Rights Symposium/7
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. Public invited.
Chapter SO of Disabled American Veterans/7 p.m./American
Legion Building.

753-4175
Glendale at Whttnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

AVVIAWWW2Stx-

FIRST BIRTHDAY — John Robert Cohoon celebrated his first
birthday on Oct. 12 at his home. He is the son of Mark and DeeDee Miller Cohoon, and the grandson of John and Maudeen
Cohoon and Rob and Nancy Miller, all of Murray. He also has
several aunts, uncles and cousins, all in the Murray area.

t4
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"Asphalt Jungle", a 1950
American Classic/7:30
p.m./Curris Center theater, Murray State University. Admission
free.

Ladies' Western &
Fashion Boots

$3995-$6995
•

Lace-Ups & Boot Shoes

$1995-$3495
FACTORY DISCOUNT N
SHOES
100 S. 5th St. • 753-9419
E.ILIE.E.E.E.E.11
C.E.E.E.E.E.1111E.E.E.E.
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New Shipment of Plants

20%Off
*White Pines 5-6'
*Dwarf Firepower Nandina 1 gal.
*Shade Trees - All Sizes

from...

IP•

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
1-8x10 it3
2-5x7
8—Wallet

It's bulb planting time!
Daffodils • Tulips • Crocus • Iris

Dresses, Sportswear
& Accessories
5.47es 2-i8
753-7441

407 North
12th Bt.

00 Includes Sitting Fee and
Choice of Backgrounds.

—Christmas Cards Available-Families Welcome—

•
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Large Selection of

305 N. 12th University Sq.
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Fall Planting
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•

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Influenza Vaccine Clinic/8 a.m.-4
p.m./Calloway County Health
Center.

An

Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Murray High School Tigers play
football game at Heath High
School/7:30 p.m.

(Cont'd on page 8)

ACCESSORIES

753-1725
ei411isonTitotogeaphy
407 S. Mt St.
Harry Allison
Lance Allison

Crimptive

753-41109
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Agency expects $6.5 million in profit from coal leases

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E.. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
OPEN
DOORS
Early Birds At 6:30
About Weekly Specials *
Call
*

247-8537

"Deer Hunter's
Special
Starting at 3 a m
Homemade Biscuits
with Sausage or
Harpers Country Ham

69C

Jr)
FOOD MART

The new deal involves bind
where TVA has owned the mineral rights since the 1960s.
The federal utility will receive
$2.50 per ton of mined coal or 6
to 8 . percent of the price of the
coal. It will be mined by both
underground and strip methods.
"The revenue is comparatively
small, but these are reserves, and
it will create some additional
jobs," said Oliver D. Kingsley,

Kentucky secret service agent dies

Enjoy Our Delicious

Only

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
board hopes to realize $6.5 million in profit over the next 10
years by expanding coal leases.
The two-member board Wednesday approved the public aucuon of coal leases on about 1,500
acres of the federal utility's land
in Campbell County.
TVA earlier leased about 200
acres in the county.

Biscuit & Gravy

69*
25*

Large Cottee
Specials Good Thru Nov 30

OPEN 24 HOURS
4TH & CHESTNUT

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
Secret Service agent from Kentucky died of a heart attack while
guarding Adm. James B. Stockdale, independent presidential
candidate Ross Perot's running
mate, officials said Wednesday.
James Steve Collins, 43, suffered the bean attack Tuesday
afternoon on a tarmac at Los
Angeles International Airport as
he left a plane and prepared to
climb into a motorcade car, said
Stephen Colo, assistant special
agent in charge in Los Angeles.
"He complained of chest pains

and then he collapsed," Colo
said.
Collins, the assistant special
agent in charge of the Louisville,
Ky., office, was taken by ambulance to nearby Daniel Freeman
Memorial Hospital, where he was
pronounced dead.
Stockdalc was in another
motorcade car at the time. He
could not be reached immediately
Wednesday, and Colo said he
didn't know whether Stockdale
knew what happened.
Another agent from the Los
Angeles office replaced Collins
in the security detail, he added.
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FREE Pumpkin to First
25 Families Each Day

All
Dining Room Suites
Reduced .1/4 to

Incubation Center, which provides business space at discounted rates and offers new
businesses management and technical advice and other services.
TVA has helped fund the center since 1986.
"This (the Center) helps generate economic growth," Kennoy
said. "I'm very much impressed
with it."
Additionally, TVA announced
that the Shawnee Test Facility in
Paducah, Ky., has been designated as a national center for
emissions research.
"TVA plans on being an environmental model," Kennoy said.
Sam Kennedy, county executive in Maury County, Tenn.,
appealed to the board to remember the potential of the unfinished
Columbia Dam. He said more
water is needed in areas of
Middle Tennessee and the dam
would help.

AIDS spreading fastest in the South
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
A federal health official said
AIDS is spreading fastest in the
South, a region with the most
population and high rates of sexually transmitted diseases.
"The right conditions for
spread of HIV (the AIDS virus)
exist in the South," Dr. James
W. Curran of the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control said Wednesday.
Those conditions are
"moderate- to large-sized cities,
poverty, injectable drug use,

crack cocaine use," said Curran,
head of the CDC's HIV/AIDS
program.
Including Texas and Arkansas
in the South gives the region a
population of 85 million, largest
in the country. Curran spoke at a
conference at Meharry Medical
College on acquired immune
deficiency syndrome.
The human immunodeficiency
virus can cause AIDS and is
spread usually through sexual
intercourse and intravenous drug
use.
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president of TVA's generating
group.
Board chairman John Waters
and director William Kennoy,
meeting at Tennessee State University, also approved two contracts totaling $137 million for
work at various hydro plants and
the Watts Bar nuclear plant in
Spring City, Tenn.
Voith Hydro Inc. of York, Pa.,
won a $67 million contract to
evaluate and upgrade turbine
units at the hydro plants.
Ebasco Services Inc. of New
York City was awarded a $70
million contract for engineering
services and technical support
required for Watts Bar Units 1
and 2.
A minority-owned firm, 1-Net
of Bethesda, Md., won a $12.7
million contract for computer
equipment and services.
In another matter, the board
toured the Nashville Business

1/2

Friday, OcL 23

Friday, Oct. 23

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

AA/8 p.m./American Legion Hall/
Murray. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Prime Time of Memorial Baptist
Church/9:30 a.m./church parking
lot.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St.Jopen 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.

Senior Adult Fellowship/First
United Methodist Church/8:30
a.m./church to leave for Nashville.

Games for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.

Pre-workshop planning/(Singles
Ministry)/7:30 p.m./First Christian
Church.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Night Visual/7
p.m./Woodlands Nature Center.
Homeplace-1850 open daily. Info/
1-924-5602.

"Asphalt Jungle", a 1950 American classic film/7:30 p.m./Curris
Center Theater, Murray State University. Admission free.
Olhio Valley History
Conference/9 a.m.-5 p.m./Curris
Center, Murray State University.
Admission free.
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BENTON. KY.
305 N. Moin
527-3481
1-800-599-6224
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BENTON, KY.
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527-3689

PADUCAH, KY
451 S 161h
442-4ASS
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90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY'
753-1713
Court Square - Murray
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Harry Allison - Lance Allison
753-8809
607 S. 4th St.

We Specialize in:
Tune-ups - Brakes
Mufflers - Oil Changes
FREE Car Wash
With Fill-up

Children's Shoes

Southside Center • 753-4383

CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS
vs.
Paducah Tilghman
Friday, October 23
7:30 p.m.
Jack D. Rose Stadium

Mechanic on Duty M-F 8-5

MURRAY BP
South 12th Street
753-9164

INSURING YOUR CAR,
HOME, BUSINESS, FAMILY
Sometimes it makes sense to put your "eggs
in one basket." Insurance is a good example.
Entrust your personal or commercial protection program to a single qualified specialist...a
friend you can depend on

Just listed, executive home with 4
BR,3BA and all amenities! Totally
redecorated & remodeled in 1992.

Purdom, Thurman
8 McNutt
407 Maple
753-4451
Dan McNutt. AM

•/

State Auto Insurance

753-1222

711 Main St.

HERE'S TO
A
GREAT
SEASON!
From All
Your Friends
At

HOLLAND
Y

Murray
Electric System

TIRE COMPAN

401 Olive Street
Murray

Co pare

Interest ates

(Pets
Wed
the
out
Woodmen o‘
cakes on
.knkeest
CerOcates.
oornS)&\18
WoodmenBeOtesenkgNe
ons
F\e\O
Ca\\
John 759-9'730
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Dees BankofHazelMember FDIC

Hazel. KY

492-8136

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

s
••••

Tilghman Defense

Calloway Offense
C- 57 James Todd
RG- 40 Sean Waller
RI- 75 Mike Herndon
TE- 86 Justin Phillips
LG. 64 Matt Garrison
IT. 50 Aaron Colson
SE- 22 Tim Young
OB- 12 Tyler Bohannon
OB- 16 Jason Grogan
FB- 32 Jeremy Grogan
TB- 19 Jody Kelso
FL- 33 Jamey McDaniel

Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
So. OR
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.

Tony Bullock
Justin Phillips
Mike Herndon
Mike Catherson
Aaron Colson
Jeremy Grogan
Brad Lowe
Matt Dennis
Mike Arnett
Tim Young
Tyler Bohannon

NTDTDTDEDE-

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
105 N. 12th (Next to mea.icro759-9888

Tilghman Offense

Calloway Defense
NC- 71
RI- 86
LT- 75
LE- 3
RE- 50
LB- 32
LB- 36
CB- 1
CB- 41
SS- 22
FS- 12

Javon Reed
Donta Shaw
Kevin Spann
Marcus Johnson
Ronnie Williams
LB- Chris Denson
LB- Curtis Hamilton
CB- Shante Reeves
CB- Terrell English
SS- Arthur Baskin
WS- George Hamilton

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So

C- Chris Denson

HERE'S TO A
WINNING
SEASON!

RG- Robert Blaisdell
RI- Greg Wurth
LG- Stu Broady
LT- Ricky Garland
TE- Marcus Johnson
SE- George Hamilton
FL- Terrell English
FB- Javon Reed
TB- Curtis Hamilton
OB- Bill Jack Haskins

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray

Jerry McCoy, Owner
409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940

••••
•-•-•

•

•••

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponor
These
Pages

Thornton Tile
and
Marble Inc.
612 So. 9th St.

498-8142
Hazel

753-1933
Murray

"Quality That Will Please"

GEE
PLUMBING

That's State Farm
insurance."

753-5719

Go Lakers!
Compliments of

Wolff System
Tanning Center
Olympic Plaza

753-WOLF

4!k
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HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

TORONTO — One more win.
No more doubts.
The Toronto Blue Jays, known
for failing in big games, play the
biggest of their lives tonight. A
triumph brings a title. A loss
revives that reputation.
The Jays, in their first World
Series, are quietly confident as
they stand at the brink of taking
the championship of America's
national pastime outside the
United States for the first time.
"It would be very, very special
if we would be able to do it here
in front of the crowd," said Jimmy Kcy, who brought Toronto to
this point. "All that they've been
through, the heartbreaks that
they've had, it would be great if
we could do it here."
Key's five-hit pitching through

GAME 5
Thursday, Oct. 22
• Atlanta (Smoltz 15-12) at Toronto (Morris 21-6), 7:26 p.m.
7 2-3 innings, continued bullpen dome. Toronto is 2-0 at the
brilliance and just enough hitting SkyDome.
It will be a rematch of pitchers
from Pat Borders' homer and
Devon White's RBI single gave Jack Morris and John Smoltz.
the Blue Jays a 2-1 win over They matched zeroes in one of
Atlanta Wednesday night and a the greatest Series games ever.
In last year's seventh game.
3-1 lead in the best-of-7 series.
pitched 7 1-3 scoreless
making
Smoltz
helped,
Braves
The
just enough mistakes and hardly innings for Atlanta. But Moths
did better — pitching a 10-inning
enough hits to avoid their third
loss.
one-run
shutout as Minnesota won 1-0.
straight
"We had some opportunities
"It's very exciting right now,"
said Morris, who joined Toronto
and we couldn't take advantage
of them," Atlanta's Jeff Blauser
as a free agent. "Starting with
said.
the last two weeks of the season
Again tonight, the Braves will
through the playoffs and now into
the World Series, this club has
be fighting to do what's never
shown more confidence than at
been done — a win by a visiting
team in an indoor Series game. any point during the season."
Morris. /.1-6 in the regular seaMinnesota is 8-0 at the Metro-

son, has struggled in the postsea- we've been trying for for
son. He allowed three runs in six long."
Key outdueled Tom Glavine,
innings in losing the Series
pitched his second complete
who
opener.
of the Series while working
game
estabto
have
to
"I am going
lish my fastball early," said on three days rest. Key, starting
Smoltz, who was effective in for the first time in 17 days after
Atlanta's second-game loss. "We he was bypassed wh n Gaston
need to play fundamental went with a three-man an in
the playoffs, was, dominant. baseball."
"I thought 'he deserved a
Toronto was just as close to
winning a postseason series once chance," Gaston said. "He's
before in its 16-year history. It been here a long time."
"I'm one of the guys who has
led Kansas City 3-1 in the 1985
here through all the heartbeen
AL playoffs, then lost the last
breaks," said Key, who has been
three games.
with Toronto since 1984 but can
The Jays blew a 31/2 -game
a free agent. "It's a posbecome
last
their
losing
division lead by
seven games in 1987. They made
sibility I may have pitched my
the playoffs in 1989 and 1991, last game here. That was a spebut were knocked out of both in
cial moment for me."
five games.
Glavine allowed just six hits,
"It's not over," Gaston said. two more than in his 3-1 opening
"Hopefully, we'll win one more
and finally reach that goal that • TURN TO PAGE 11

SEC slumping?

MURRAY STATE PRO AM
,
ACE
Coaches deny that ACC, PAC-10 has passed them by MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY Ro..
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports WrOlot

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — The
Southeastern Conference has five
teams in the Top 25. No league
has more.
So all's well in what traditionally has been one of the top football conferences in America,
right? Not exactly.
In fact, the SEC might not
even be the best conference in the
South. The Atlantic Coast Conference — better known for
basketball — can make a pretty
good case for itself with the addition of Florida State.
"I don't see any great teams ...
unless Alabama turns out to be
one," Tennessee coach Johnny
Majors said of the SEC.
Ivan Maisel, national college
football wnter for The Dallas
(Texas) Morning News, said the
ACC and Pacific-10 Conference
— each with five ranked teams,
too — clearly have passed the
SEC.
'Those two leagues are far
and away the strength of college

football this year,'' said Maisel, a
voter in The Associated Press
poll.
But he doesn't expect the SEC
to stay down for long.
"The league is young," Maisel
said. "It has usually been
immune to those cycles, but for
whatever reason it's caught up
with them. ... I think in the next
two years the league could be
incredibly strong."
Clearly, the SEC is in
transition.
Arkansas and South Carolina
joined up this season. Only three
of the 12 coaches — Majors,
Auburn's Pat Dye and Mississippi's Billy Brewer — have been at
their schools more than four
years. Three of the better players
— Tennessee quarterback Heath
Shuler, Georgia quarterback Eric
Zeier and Alabama receiver
David Palmer — are sophomores.
Brewer, for one, doesn't agree
that the SEC is in a down cycle.
"I've never seen so many
strong learns from top to bottom," the Ole Miss coach said.
"If you look when SEC teams

play outside this conference,
we're off to a great start. It must
be the rest of the country is
weak."
But it's hard to judge the SEC
against the rest of the , nation.
Although the 15-6 out-ofconference record is third best
among the major conferences,
only LSU has played a Top 25
opponent, losing to No. 5 Texas
A&M 31-22.
Dye considers that game a sign
of the SEC's overall strength.
"LSU is not as strong as they
have been some years," Dye
said, "but they were certainly
good enough to take Texas A&M
to the limit the day they played."
This season, nearly half of the
SEC's non -conference games
were against nearby independents, a sort of "auxiliary conference" that includes Memphis
State (four SEC opponents),
Louisiana Tech, Tulane and
Southern Mississippi (three
each), and Southwestern Louisiana (two).
SEC coaches insist those teams
are better than some might think.
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HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

Murray looking to end Pirates'reign
By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger 11 Moss Stet Wrier

MICHAEL BANKS't.dg. I Times photo

Murray High's junior offensive lineman Billy Steffey will be
looking for his first win against Heath this Friday night.

Toss the various polls out the
window. A good indicator of
who will come out on top in
November's presidential election could be Friday night's district football clash between
Murray High and Heath.
While the Bill Clinton-Al
Gore camp of Democrats are
hoping to end a string of three
straight election defeats to
George Bush and the Republican fold, Murray High will be
looking to end their own losing
streak against Heath, who has
ruled the district roost for the
past three years.
Heath, 6-2 and 2-0 in the dis-

trict, comes into Friday's game
the state's #8 team in Class
A and off of a big 17-12 win
over Fulton County (7-1, 1-1);
the other contender for the title
in the First Region's First
District.
"That was definitely a big
win for us," said Heath coach
Randy Bushong. "We've been
up-and-down so much this year,
it's going to be hard to tell
(how they'll do Friday night).
At the beginning of the year,
we played pretty well, but then
we had a couple of bad games
in a row. We're going to have
to play two or three good games
in a row, it's playoff time and
now's the time to do it."
The Tigers (6-2 and 2-1 in

as

the district), meanwhile, are
looking to rebound from a disappointing 19-13 overtime loss
at #3-ranked Russellville last
Friday.
"It was a hard loss," said
Murray coach Rick Fisher, who
has fallen to Heath in his two
previous meetings. "It was disappointing. We feel like we
played good enough to win."
But Fisher believes his squad
has put the loss behind them.
"In the past we've always
come back well after a loss. We
know going in that we're going
to be playing for a district
championship Friday night. You
don't get to play a championship game, but maybe once in a
lifetime. That's the way we're

approaching it."
Friday's district clash will
feature two differing offensive
philosophies-- Heath's grind-itout, ball-control offense versus
the Tigers' quick-strike, wideopen passing game.
"We've got to maintain some
drives and keep their offense
off the field," Fisher said before
Wednesday afternoon's practice. "We're going to have to
have three scores to win."
Leading the Murray attack is
senior running back Gary Sims,
quarterback Brent Keller, end
Chip Greene and flanker B.J.
Jenkins.
"We're going to have to play
• TURN TO PAGE 11

Lakers facing familiar foes in Tilghman, Haskins
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger a Times Sports ENtof

Calloway County has
struggled to a 1-7 mark thus far
in the high school season, but
all the hitting and swapping
paint with some of Kentucky's,
and Tennessee's, top teams
haven't warped their brains.
As they prepare for Friday
night's annual clash with powerhouse Paducah Tilghman,
there is no macho bantering
going on in the Laker camp.
They've come to grips with
reality.
"We know that they're better
than us. that's no secret," said
Laker linebacker/fullback
Jeremy Grogan. "We're just
going to give it all we've got

and leave it on the field,
"They're sixth in the state
and we've read about them in
newspapers and seen them on
TV," Grogan continued, "and
we've won one ballgame. We
know we have a slim chance of
winning, but we're also not
going to say we're going to get
beat."
On the Laker practice field,
there's no talk of winning, just
playing the game play-by-play.
"We stopped setting goals in
the middle of the season," Grogan explained. "The season
hasn't been looking good and
we (seniors)just told everybody
to take pride in themselves and
give all the effort they can."
Calloway head coach Billy
Mitchell, who's done a yeo-

man's job keeping the Laker
ship intact this season, is in
agreement with his players.
"You're not going to fool
these kids," Mitchell said after
Wednesday's practice. "We're
going out there to improve our
team and our program."
Despite a megadose of reality, Mitchell believes his team
has a chance if they execute on
offense and negate Tilghman's
big-play offense, as well as
forcing the 5-3 Tornado into
turnovers.
"If we have something good
early we can be in this football
game," Mitchell said positively.
"If we do that, who knows what
happens."
One factor in the Lakers'
favor is familiarity. They're not

facing anything this season that
they haven't faced in the past.
Grogan is preparing for his
fourth battle with the Tornado
and fellow senior Aaron Colson
is facing his third.
"We're not in awe of them,"
said Colson. "They've just got
more speed and more athletic
ability."
"We know how hard they hit
and how fast they are," Grogan
added.
Though Tilghman is always
known for its wide-open, explosive offense, Laker players and
coaches are more concerned
with their offense, which is the
antithesis of Tilghman's "score
from anywhere on the field"
attack.
• TURN TO PAGE 11

STEVE PARKE Fliteegof & Times phew

Billy Mitchell is looking for a big effort from his Lakers.

IMO

BASEBALL
MIAMI (AP) — Oakland Athletics third-base coach Rene Lachemann
has agreed to become the Florida Martins' first manager and will be introduced to Miami at a news conference Friday, according to published
reports.
The 47-year-old Lachemann will sign a three-year deal for approximately $1 million, unidentified NL sources told The Miami Herald. Lachemann,
who spent the past six season with the Athletics, had a 207-274 record
with Seattle from 1981-83 and Milwaukee in 1984.
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BASKETBALL
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — Magic Johnson strongly denied insinuations that he was not telling the truth about how he contracted the virus
that causes AIDS. Johnson said another NBA player had spread the rumor
that the Los Angeles Lakers star might have gotten the virus through
homosexual contact.
"There's a guy in this league, and I know who it is, who ran into a few
people to try to insinuate that I was going both ways," said Johnson, who
refused to identify the player. "You think if I had a sexual experience with
another man, he wouldn't be a millionaire right now, by coming out and
saying that? We all know that he'd write a book, he'd be in the Enquirer,
everything."
Johnson said Tuesday that he had confronted the player and the player
denied spreading the rumor. Johnson also said their friendship is finished,
saying, "You backstab, I'm gone."

FOOTBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — San Francisco receiver Jerry Rice, who scored
three touchdowns in the 49ers' 56-17 victory over Atlanta on Sunday to
become the eighth player in NFL history to score 100 touchdowns, was
named NFC offensive player of the week.
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) — Everson Walls, second among
New York
active player with 56 career interceptions, was waived by the season.
this
tackles
14
and
interception
an
had
32,
Walls,
Giants.

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Ro ers 753-9627
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Ship 11 et.kk & Sa‘e mones
VI•1

ill
ve
itus
ie-

l4s

.1.111.-

p r11

4l •

Nal.

UPS

a.m.- 7 p.m. ‘stin I

thy mput Plaid

Kelly Gruber, who had walked in
the eighth.
In a Series this close, a few
mistakes decide who wins. Atlanta made them.
And in Game 4, Otis Nixon got
picked off first in the first and
Damon Berryhill bunted against
orders in the eighth in the only
innings Atlanta threatened against

position. If I had to do it over
Key, who got the win.
again,
I'd do the same thing."
on
Gant
The Braves had Ron
Atlanta manager Bobby Cox
third and Brian Hunter on first
when Berryhill popped up to Bor- would have preferred intelligence
to independence.
ders in foul ground.
"We were stealing," he said.
"I bunted on my own; it just
didn't turn out the way I "I have no idea what was going
expected," Berryhill confessed. through Damon's mind."
Atlanta can't afford to waste
"If I get the bunt down, Ron
scores and Hunter is in scoring such chances. It is bauing .185 in
the Series with 23 hits.

▪ Lakersfacingfamiliarfoes...
FROM PAGE 10
Jack."
But there's now way we're taking
—NOVII313331 3RD—
"I'm
lightly."
sure
he'll
to
a
want
make
them
in
staying
to
key
"Our biggest
Mitchell knows that if the Lakthis ballgame is that we've got to good impression at his old school
keep the ball away from them," and the field where he used to ers execute properly and take
Mitchell said. "To do that we've play," Colson said of his former care of business they've got a
classmate and Kentucky Mr. shot. No matter how small.
got complete our passes."
Football candidate.
the
later,
or
sooner
"It's happened before and it
Of course,
CALLOWAY COMITY
Haskins, contacted by phone
will happen again," Mitchell said
Lakers will have to stop TilghSCHOOL BOARD
still
he
night,
Wednesday
said
means,
of the miracle upset. "That's the
man. Translated, that
comes
DISTRICT SS
to
to
back
meet
Murray
friend.
I've
football.
old
an
about
stop
to
thing
they've got
great
with friends. In fact, he was on seen it happen. It happened last
Tilghman quarterback Billy
PAID POR IT TIM CADDIDA2'S,
MIND WOODS,TIMM=
Jack Haskins attended Calloway the phone with Laker senior Matt year at Murray."
County Middle School with the Dennis at the time of the
seniors from this year's Laker interview.
The strong-armed college prosteam until he left for Tilghman
Need Auto Insurance?
pect is not looking to win Mr.
after his eighth grade year.
game.
one
in
Football
Check with us first.
"Me and Billy Jack are good
"We're not worried about Mr.
friends and I'd like to have a
- cs"'
good game against him." Grogan Football or puuing up numbers,"
6.7.1
this
need
"We
explained.
Haskins
Bilplaying
said. "I guess it's us
war..
ly Jack instead of us playing game. We've had a hard schedule
Tilghman since we know Billy and we need to rest some guys.

VOTE

U. L. WOODS

III Murray looking...

State Farm Insurance companies

Tuesday's Genies
Houston 117. Detroit III OT
Chalons 117, Orlando 112
Carina 99, Nee Jersey 94
New York III, Utah 96
Intlana 64, San Annxdo SO
Dearer Mk Allele
143. lAlviaulies N
Cavelend 121, LA Claws 105
L.A.Laws 1311 PhilmtleMla 111
Weriasedry's Games
Wastingion 123, MINmultee 99
Utah 119, PhIlledelpla 100
Phoenix 135, Golden State 129
Portland 126, Claerand 118
York 107. LA Lamm 104
Thu reday's GOOISO
Winslow at °donde, 930 pm
Atlanta vt Boston, Poland. Mans, 830 pm
Detroit at San Antonio. 7 30 p m
Simile vs Denver. Soul F.M. S.D. 8 pm

FROM PAGE 10
victory. But two of them produced runs.
Borders extended Toronto's
postseason record to 10 straight
games with a homer, hiuing a
solo shot to lead off the third.
Then White, 1 for 13 in the first
three games, got his third hit of
,the game, a single, to drive in

Ross Insurance
Agency

R BOARD

NBA PRESEASON
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•Toronto one win away...
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FROM PAGE 10
great defense and tackle well,"
Bushong said. "They get outside
and make people miss. That's
what Murray does so well.
We're going to have to contain
the talent and speed that they
have."
Running back Coby Bell paces
the Pirates, as the senior comes in
averaging over 100 yards a game.
In Friday's win over Fulton
County, Bell gained 156 yards on
29 carries as the Pirates
steamrolled out 279 yards on 60
rushes, adding just 24 yards
through the air on two of four
completions.
"Our running game has really
come on lately, but in some of
the games we've played we've
had a balanced attack," said
Bushong, whose Pirates will
operate the triple option out of
the wishbone. "We're going to
have to be ready to use
anything."
Fisher said his main concern
will be stopping Bell and the
option offense.
"Our kids have a big test in
front of us. He's a good running
back. Last year, he hurt us,"
Fisher said of the running back
who gained 166 yards in Heath's
14-3 win. "We've got to control
Bell, (quarterback Kent) Beyer
and their running game."
Both coaches expect Friday's
winning margin to be close.
"It's always a close game. The
only way that could change is if
one team let's down or has a
bunch of turnovers," Bushong

Stild 026.S50 Off.

NuffSaid.

said.
In 1990, Heath beat the Tigers
10-7 in a double overtime game
to keep Murray out of the playoffs, while in 1989 the Pirates
drove 99 yards in the fourth quarter for the winning score.
The last time Murray won was
in 1988, when they beat Heath in
the regular season, only to see the
Pirates knock them out in the
state playoffs.
"We've still got to find a way
to win the overtime games," said
Fisher, whose Tigers have
struggled (1-3) in overtime games
during his three-year reign. "I'll
be very disappointed if we don't
come out ready to play. We don't
have a choice. If we don't play
well, we get beat."

6th & Main

753-0489

HOBEE'S COIN & CARD SHOP

20

°1°OFF

Pre-Christmas Sale
*Baseball 'Football 'Basketball 'Hockey
Proof & Mint Sets
Matchbox & Racing Champion
Haulers
—New Hours—
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
759-1692
102 N. 5th St.

LIVE RACING THIS WEEK!
AT

Bluegrass Downs 1

Paduca
THURSDAY IS Acme Boot Co &
Murray Sr. ate Appreciation
ez•iftl. Night!
- Drawings for 3 pairs of $200 boots!
- Drawing for 2 92-93 Murray St. Basketball
Season Tickets!

Racing Days
through Oct. 31
Thursday - Saturday
Sunday
The 026 is part of a "new generation"of
If you already own a Stihl product,you
saws,and is one of our brawniest models,built
didn't read past the headline. You're
for tough homeowner and professional use.
already hot-footing it to one of the dealers
But this offer is only good for a limited
listed below.
.
.
.
owntime
about
But if you've only dreamed
Hey, where'd he go?
ing a Stihl, this ad is your dream fulfilled.

FotThe Part OfYoullut nr•rnisedYou'd Never Compromise.

Chestnut St
Hours: Al-F 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Sat. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Racing At

Bluegrass Downs]

snm:

Murray Ho e & Auto

7 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

753-2571

of Paducah

It's The Real Thin'!

•••••-••••••••••••••
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1
z
..
118
1.1
.
,1

24 Hour

1992
TIGER
FOOTBALL
400

Service

CAR
WON'T RUN?

CALL #1

McClard's
753-9132

Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders

Don Henry
State Farm

R,U1DY'S

Office
753-9935
Home
753-1540

Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m., Fri. 5:30-9 p.m.
Sat. 3-9 p.m., Sun. Closed

MERCURY

REAL
ESTATE

LINCOLN

Each Office Independently
Owned and Operated

FORD
2. will'
"
r
"

„N.

•

44.4k

4b-

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Catfish Dinners
3 Pc. $5.95
2 Pc. $4.95
An You Can Eat $6.95
10 oz. Ribeyes $6.50

Compliment

I

Harry Allison — Lance Allison

All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.

for the 1992 season

302 Main

GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

fi-"otit
MURRAY HIGH TIGERS
At
Heath
Friday, October 23
7:30 p.m.

• Good Luck
Tigers

Milison
Photography

- Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For 64 Years
Since 1928

PARKER
_
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street
753-5273

GO TIGERS!
Free Estimates

.4

M&T Painting
ontractors
753-9382

753-0487

P•4.1 MOW 11

Sim.y Tidereil

Fall Specials
Oil Change &
Filter

$15"
$10 FREE
Gas with Tune

Up

New Tire
$5 Off each
The month of Oct.
$10 FREE
Gas with Complete
Brake Job.

RUTHIES
UNIVERSITY BP STATION
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782

On
Medicare Supplements
Group & individual Health

Heath Defense

Murray High Offense
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr
Sr.
So.

C- 55 Willie Wells
RG- 69 Scott Downey
LG- 64 Chad Caldwell
RT. 66 Bdly Stettey
LT- 62 Adam Blalock
TE- 86 Clip Greene
SE- 21 B.J. Jenkins
0B- 15 Brent Keller
FB- 33 Jay Oatman
TB- 30 Gary Sims
FL- 9 Ted Booth

Heath Offense

Murray High Defense
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.

NG- 69 Scott Downey
RI- 66 Billy Stettey
LT- 62 Adam Blalock
LE- 85 Chris Norsworthy
RE- 86 Chip Greene
LB- 64 Chad Caldwell
LB- 32 Mitch Downey
CB- 22 Kevin Knight
CB- 30 Gary Sims
S. 42 Chris Cheaney
S. 25 Victory Perry

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

RLB- 7 Jason Massey
RDE- 24 Trad Leatherman
RDT- 42 Michael Jackson
NG- 66 Darren Wooley
LDT- 72 Michael Madison
LDE- 87 Matt Harrison
LLB- 44 Brandon Harris
RCB- 25 Chad Edwards
SS- 35 Eric Vaughn
FS- 11 Kent Beyer
LCB- 23 Coby Bell

Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr
Jr
Sr
Sr
Sr.
Sr
Sr

LE- 7 Jason Massey
LT- 76 Chris Hines
LG- 55 Brett Fellows
C- 57 Ryan Baker
RG- 66 Darren Wooley
RI. 72 Michael Madison
RE- 87 Matt Harrison
QB- 11 Kent Beyer
FB- 24 Trad Leatherman
LHB- 35 Eric Vaughn
RHI3- 23 Coby Bell
Compliments of

'S
BUCK
y Shop
Bod

753-5142
900 Sycamore - Murray

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES
Murray's Only '3,000
& Under Lot
Owner

300 S. 4th

P)--

W•

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This Page.

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

"DON'T DRINK
6 DRIVE!'!-

-LIfe insurance

•NursIng Home

Purdom,
Thurman
8 McNutt
Dais McNutt, MI

a

407 Maple
753-4451

at,

TIGERS ".•

WESTERN
KENTUCKY
INSURANCE
dpa Simply the at
Op
BEST!

OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas

Racer's
Coastal Mart
753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray

^

All Major Credit Cards

753-9586

41.
.

Also

•

;

New
1992 Chevrolet
Cavalier VL Coupe

Nevi

1992 Chevrolet
C1500 Silverado
'17,443 00
— 3,465.41

List Price
Discount & Rebate

Your Price
The Murray State University Chamber Winds and Symphonic Winds Ensemble will present their
first concert of the 1992-93 academic year Sunday, Oct. 25 at 2 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
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'9,924.00
— 1,607.17

List Price
Discount & Rebate

'13,97759

83
$85316

Your Price

-4C7S-11

Local hospital offers continuing education program
A continuing education program approved by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing for seven contact hours will be offered by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's physical therapy department.
The program, "Detection, Evaluation and Treatment of the
Clumsy Child," will focus on the
characteristics of the child with
developmental dyspraxia (clumsiness), and will include a discussion of evaluative tools that can
be used in the assessment of the
child with suspected dyspraxia.
Treatment techniques and suggestions for school teachers who
deal with such children will also
be presented.

an adjunct professor at numerous
other physical therapy educational programs. She is certified in
both neurodevelopmental treatment and sensory integration.
Connolly remains active in
providing professional development courses across the United
States and is active in clinical
practice through the university's
faculty practice.
To register for the program call
(502) 762-1139 or 762-1248 by
4:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 30. There
is a $30 fee for participants,
except MSU students who will be
charged $15. The program is free
to hospital employees and physicians office staffs.

The program will be held Friday, Nov. 6 from 8:45 a.m.-4:30
p.m. in the third floor classroom
at the hospital. It is open to all
interested parents, teachers,
healthcare professionals and
students.
The guest speaker is Barbara
H. Connolly, Ed.D, PT., an associate professor and chairman of
the Department of Rehabilitation
Sciences at the University of
Tennessee at Memphis.
She also holds an academic
appointment in the graduate
school of the University of Indianapolis and presents a course
annually on sensory integration.
Additionally, she has served as

Gravure Day activities set
The Department of Graphic
Arts Technology at Murray State
University has scheduled its third
Gravure Day activities today and
Friday. Gravure is a method of
printing from a plate on which
incised lines that carry ink leave
a raised impression.
A dinner is scheduled at 7:30
p.m. tonight at Sirloin Stockade.
After a Friday breakfast, sessions
will feature Cheryl Kasunich,

Stock #92121

Stock #92294

'Short Wheel Base
StIverado

1993 Chevrolet
S10 Tahoe
11,411.00
- 1,925.89

List Price
Discount & Rebate
-Several In
Stock

'9,48511

Your Price

HOG MARKET

executive director of the Gravure
Association of America; officials
from the Brown Printing Co. of
Franklin; Elwood Herr, gravure
processing manager of World
Color Press in Dyersburg, Tenn.;
and Wayne Rudloff, chief executive officer of Southeastern Paper
of Louisville.
For information, phone the
Department of Graphic Arts
Technology at 762-3394.

Fellerel-Stete Market Neves Set vice Ocl. 2.3, 1M
Resnick, Pertness Area Hog Market Report locindee 3
Buying Ste tier Ilreelple: Act. 1114, DC 236 51111TIVII
G11,041517 Sees usiler 123 needy le SI Inglier over S23
nearly le 1.40 lever
53036-411.06
IS 1-2 136-236 lb&
136-441-34.1/1
US 1-2 216-2311 Re.
5.34.111-11-51
US 2-3 136-264 lea
130011-.111.1M1
LS 3-4 2611-276 lea
Dee
S36-06-3131
US 1.2 274.130 lee.
S31311-32-91
US 1.3 101.41041 lbs.
S32.06-33.04
US 1.3 4011.33.5 lb..
1136.01-37.10
LS 1.3 323 owl up
S23.06.36.00
US 13 340-5110 lb..
kers meetly 11.211.116.13L1111

rio
1992
Oldsmobile 88
Royale

Your Price

140
1992
Oldsmobile
Achieva S Coupe

$16 99816

Furnace0•„

Stock #92231

Stock #92133

1"
ceilter

a

-Anti-lock Brakes
-Fully Equipped

Pmimrrmildel

g
1111 moull
1.2.1.p
ingui
liallindill
Ifi
1111111111il
isaiiiiel!
....A!
......
gramiggggrem!

Install a clean filter and
your furnace will use
less energy to cool your
home' Supported
fiberglass air filters with

ifilfiliiiiiiiiiii
N111.....JOK

,

111111111111
111110110e0O
inom.
sommig

1224, 14x20; 14x25,
15x20, 16x20, 1625.
20x20, 20x25 Each
2129, 2145.
0
(241166-2053,
062228 2244
302
22
2285.‘ 2

6@igittlifillglirilli
1111111111/Volsoffil
mog•millego.011!
0010.11
.. 0
mosol_.

Lawn Bags,
Your Choice

WINCHES/FRI'.f
41
_, Nt4,

., 1 , . . ,
111/

PHEASANT
........
-7:.- =:.:1'.'"
—...
.
tr.

0/4:l

-•-f.:

List Price
Discount & Rebate

'14,530.00
— 3,889.05

Your Price $10 64095

brands
band

roeysthonoatl

es of m
sizes

si
ihyou'
ey:
loaf

-

sale

5.99

rslcye may nor carry all

t
as
Co
to
Coast
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

'12)951 °9

1992 Geo
Storm GSI

4,

Remington. Winchester or Federal. 214" 12
gauge 4 6. Ph shot 16 gauge 6 shot
20 gauge 4, 6. 7Y7 shot

an

Your Price

• -

Stock #92153

'16,499.00
— 3,547.91

List Price
Discount & Rebate

1.-

Heavy Game Loads,
Your Choice

--- .-='"
.6. ,,.,.:-

FEDERAL

ykeem 4 ci'l
IOW
vy
imp CO"

Get dependable
protection against
freeze-ups,
boil-overs and
corrosion year
round with Zerex.
Gallon. (768-0853)

'
A---,

1992
Chevrolet
Lumina Sedan

.....

'

NINC/f1511.1

AFTER REBATE

for 1 frome

94.911 45

Vill A••••••bes. 4W1IIIter

coon

ifel3

Your Price

1101.005.1.1.
01110.11

4eining17

-

'19,886.00
— 4,974.55

11101111011111;•••

0
Giant Pumpkin Lawn Bag. Gather up your
fall leaves and make a giant pumpkin to
adorn your yard' 54 x 58" 014-0326)
s
'Ghost Bag. Holds fall's leaves and decorates your yard tool
(114-0334)

Zerex
3,49
Ibur Sale Cost af
Antifreeze 'sun's'
'1.50
& Coolant Less Mail-In Rebate

-Tahoe Package

0011.11111111111:111:1

sale

riew
1992 Chevrolet
S10 Blazer 4x4
List Price
Discount & Rebate

scrimularretsaizineesrsioNg

111111111111111111.01n

‘Nk

11 574232

Your Price

m.

VALUE PRICED!

dp

'14,830.00
— 3,087.68

List Price
Discount & Rebate

'21,703.00
— 4,704.84

List Price
Discount & Rebate

BOO TIME SALE!

Stock #93011

• s TOTAL HARDWARE® Store
Amenca'
Central Shopping Center

•
3k.:
V

•

• r
•

V

Stock #92277

-Anti-lock Brakes -Full Power

Stock #92165

-2 In Stock to Choose From

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Aar PEPPERS

CHEVROLET
Geo

600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN 104C1SMOO4le
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

incentives Taxes tide and
Legal Ilumbo Jumbo: All once% aher rebate dealer retains any manufacturer to dealer
administration foes additional

31:al

.
p
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Classified

DEADLINES

follows:
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as
3 p.m.
Friday
Edition
Monday
a.m.
10
ay
Saturd
Tuesday Edition
p.m.
3
Monday
Wednesday Edition
3 p.m.
y
Tuesda
Edition
Thursday
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
MERCHANDISE
ANNOUNl'ENIENI S
For Sale Or Trade
Legal Notice 130
010
Want To Buy
140
Notice
020
Articles For Sale
150
ls
Persona
025
Appliances
Cord of Thanks 155
030
Home Furnishings
160
In Memory
040
Antiques
165
Lost & Found
050
Vacuum Cleaners
17tT
\I
EMPEO1
Sewing Machines
180
Wanted 200
Help
060
Sports Equipment
Situation Wanted
tigo
Firewood
210
BusIness Opportunity 220
Musiol
100 ..
T.V. & Radio
Instruction
260
110
Pets & Supplies
380
OUS
1.1.‘NE
NIISCF.
Sale
Public
Farm Equipment 410
190
For Trade
Livestock & Supplies 540
Free Column
. Pou!try & Supplies 560
Wanted
Produce
570
Miscellaneous
Feed & Seed 240

IINCEIMICEEMEML

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
to cheek the fires insertion of their ads
ed
request
are
ers
Advertie
Ledger & Times will be responsible for
Murray
The
for any error.
Any error should be reported immedin.
insertio
only one incorrect
made.
be
can
ately so corrections

Classified Ad Rates
tEffectiv• Jan 2, 1991)

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SERVWFS

REAL ESTATE
Rental
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360
270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Display Ads
40% Discoturtt 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
;All 3 Adis Must Run Within 6 Dgy Penod
$1.75 per column inch antra for Tuesday.

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

...

2"

1

6.00

10.00

2

8.00

16.00 34.00 32.00

I ItANSVOHIA 110\
470

480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

6"

5"

4"

1"

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

3"

Dvs

16.00 20.00

23.00 30.00

8"

35.00

40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 80.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale 87.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25t per word $5.00 minimum tat day.
5c per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
Guide)
81.75 extra for shopper Musa. Classifieds go into Shopping
F.2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Lsgal
Notice

Legal
Nodes

UPI
Nona,

Notice

Articiss
For Sala

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

45.00 50.00

40.00 48.00 58.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

060
Obi)

020

010

010

010

10"

9"

7'

BUSINESS card raised lettwo color special, 1000
ter,
NOTICE TO
REPORT OF
for $2300 (5 days only)
LEGAL NOTICE
CREDITORS
Phone 436-2310 for
PROPERTY
A final settlement of
g estate
followin
The
appointment.
MED
PRESU
accounts has been filed fiduciary
Lowest rates In
appointABANDONED
in the Calloway Dis- ments have been made
ASHLEY wood furnace,
town
1942
trict Court by Joanne
1,
JULY
OF
AS
100,000 BTU, 3 years old,
Disin the Calloway
EXPERIENCED lube and
753-6910
excellent condition. Wood
Van Ameringen, Ex- trict Court. All claims If your name is on the foltechnician Will
repair
140
light
spatter. Tractor, hydraulic
ecutrix, of the estate of against these estates lowing list, please write the
consider training the right
Ware
operated. 753-3705.
Nelle A. Hendon, de- should be filed with the company listed above your
person
in
Apply
.
Buy
To
individual
ceased. Exceptions to fiduciary within six
Service
to Purdom Motors
ASHLEY wood burning
name to obtain your propANTIQUES by the piece or stove,
this settlement must months of date of qualDepartment
excellent condition,
753-9433
Call
s
collection
erty.
be filed in the Calloway ification.
$160 Also storm doors and
5pm.
beafter
Contact the company
CLERK needed part-time
windows. 492-8790.
District Court on or beChris Bryan, Route
for local service dept Must BUILDING lot wanted, prefore 9:00 a.m. Novem- 06 Box 156, Murray, fore November 1, 1992 or
be good typist and enjoy fer water, sewer and gas BOGARD trucking and exber 2nd, 1992, the date KY 42071 Deceased, the company is required to
working with people Com- Call 753-5945 after 5prn. cavating, inc. We haul top
Elem.
North
or
money
over your
of hearing.
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
Parrish, turn
puter experience helpful
B.
Ramona
items to the Revenue
Ann P. Wilson,
used rock, np rap 759-1828
other
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Man.
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record
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merficaildentel, retirement.
in the Calloway Dis2 Wet 9Ir
NOD-336756a
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753-4199
quires proven experience
proven earner, min inv061
2nd, 1992, the date of
HopkInsvik Federal Say. Bldg.
and 23 yews of age Hot
men' Cal kb Roberts.
hearing.
OM 7 DAYS HWY. 94 I 753-8786
7th at Main. Murray, KY
nady Truck Line.
900-329-8782
-Ann P. Wilson,
9664
1-800-648
e"
of
servic
"Our 29th year
Circuit Court Clerk

Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car

HALLOWEEN
HOE-DOW N

DRIVERS-TAKE A TURN
FOR THE BETTER Top
pay, mass, and excellent
equipment from a company
tiat puts people first. Cal
1-800-423-7629 MUNSON
TRANSPORTATION
EOE
FULL time maintenance
person needed for early
morning shift. Apply in person at McDonalds, Murray.
FULLY remote Pioneer 65
watt receiver and dual cassette deck. 2 Pioneer 120
watt speakers, paid $735 at
Walmart, $350 takes at

HELP WANTED. Sewing
machine operators. Apply
in person, Safe Guard
America, Inc , 700 N 4th,
Murray. Working hours,
6 45am-3:15pm, Benefits
available.
HOUSE Inspectors No
exp. necessary. Wit train.
Up to $800 wkly Call
219-769-6649, ext. H-239,
9ern to 9pm, 7 days.
IMMEDIATE OPENING.
Master Plumber, $22,000
yearly plus health insurance. Send resume to Box
G-20, do The Gleaner,
Henderson, KY 42420
MAJOR TELEPHONE CO.
flow hiring Technicians,
installers, Acct./Serv
Reps, Operators No experience necessary For incall
formation,
219-736-9807, ext. F3403,
8arn-8pm, 7 days. Refundable fee

NEEDED: self-motivated
person for Accounts Manager trainee Sales and delivery included Apply in
person, Colortyme, 408 N
12th, Murray

$3500 INVESTMENT puts
you in business with M&M
candies 3 hours per week.
No selling. $35 per hour
potential. $3500 minimum
investment required.
1-800-486-6024.

Office Concepts, Inc.
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CLASSIFIEDS
3.11

Articles
Foe Sets
LET us make your clothes,
seer and repair. Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121, Murray 753-6981
SOLO Flex for sale,$550 or
best offer Call 753-8477
ask for Bob
TIMOTHY horse hay.
435-4201 after 6pm
WASHER, dryer, hanging
gas furnace for garage
753-4684.
WHEAT straw, $1 50/bale
489-2436, if no answer
leave message on
machine

•

WOOD stove,freestanding
ember hearth with blower:,
includes 12' triple wall pipe
with rain guard $300.
354-9389.
WOOD stove for sale, good
condiCon, $75. 753-1265

letX0
for

lice,

old,
ood
iulic

ling
bon,
and

I ex top
white
93

IDE n is
it the
e all
Med
OCK
xam.i now
8073
sizes
Pion-

Bedmirars. 2
I 50.

impumeg
momkey*bon,
price.
sale.
86-20
with
I key▪ COrB sys' prog655.

/heel, A.B.
:hute,
MainWald in
61.
n Marluty oil
each.
dings
14596,
sizes
Merit,
ry EN;AJARtis and
Ourray
d Auto
Side
/unity,
tbirally
oards
1 inch
ingths

Furnishings
FIREPLACE insert, $150.
3pc Irving room suite, extra
nice 435-4438 after 6pm.
KING size bed, Sealy Poeturepedic box springs and
mattress, extra firm, 5
years old, spotless Headboard, dare wood, 4 years
old. Will sacrafice, need
space. 753-0926
MOVING! Have for sale,
nice sofa, matching love
seat, television, full size
bedding, bed frame, and
chest. Call 759-9878 or
753-7726

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pog'us Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances. and Misc items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Rentng Nintendo

FREE FOUR WEEK TRIAL
subscription to ANTIQUE
TRADER WEEKLY,the nation's oldest and largess
antiques and collectible
classified mafketplace.
1-800-334-7165.

CUMMINGS Meter Poles 28R, w/d hook-up, near
Specializing in mobile downtown, no pets, referhome electric services 200 ences and deposit re
amp $375 100 amp $325 gored 753-8463
PIANO tuning and repair, 435-4027
753-2099.
38R, 2 bath, newty decor
LARGE selection of usecl Med, $400/mo. 701 Broad
DinkPIANO tuning, expert ser- homes!Pnced to sell
St. 753-8767.
vice and repair. John ins Mobile Homes, Inc
Gottschalk, 753-9600.
Hwy 79E, Paris, TN 38R house, 1604 Main St,
1-800-642-4891.
central gas heat, a/c,
$450/mo, on campus
2•10
REPOS
MOBILE HOME
753-8111 days, 753-0606
FOR SALE. Singles and nights
Miscellaneous
doubles Financing availCHRISTOPHER'S COINS able Clean, late model 4 BR brick home in Murray
now offers U.S. and foreign homes Green Tree Finan- for rent, $375/mo
coins at Hobee's Coin and cial Corp -Kentucky, 753-4509.
or
Card Shop, 102 North 5th 606 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0
5BR, 2 bath house, 302 N.
Street, in Murray Our 1-800-221-8204.
8th. 3br, 1639 Miller
coins, proof sets, paper
ONE of the Southeast's 492-8225.
currency and coin supplies
Largest and Oldest DealerBEAUTIFUL 3br home in
we available at Decades
of quality built, energy
ships
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Excelhomes Dinkins Panorama Shores.
efficient
Mercantile (in Aurora).
lent country location. Many
Homes, Inc., Hwy
Mobile
Stamps and stamp supextras. 615-358-3820 after
E., Paris, Tn.
plies are featured along 79
4em
with our coins and coin 1-800-642-4891.
supplies at the Book Rack SELLING or buying a mo- FRESH 8, CLEAN, 3br, 1
(Dixieland Shopping Cen- bile home? We have fi- bath, central (gas) heating
ter in Murray) We appraise nancing for you. Nation's and cooling, double carestates and are active buy- largest manufactured port. For lease $450/mo.
ers of coins and stamps. home lender. Call Deposit and references.
Bob Perrin, RE/MAX,
Call 502-753-4161
1-800-221-8204.
753-7653. Evenings,
GATLINBURG Summit753-3509.
260
Breathtaking mountain top
LARGE 4br house, gas
Mobile
views. Fireplace, balcony,
heat, new carpet, paint and
Homes For Rent
kitchen, indoor pool, jacuzwallpaper, 603 Sycamore
vs. Honeymoon and
2 or 3br, $450/mo 753-8767
weekend specials! Free SHADY Oaks disbrochure, 1-800-242-4853, electric or gas Walking
tance to college 753-5209.
360
(205) 988-5139.
For Rent
three
or
two
for
SUITABLE
GET MARRIED, beautiful
OIL..'
Hills
Pssing
near
people,
chapel in Smoky MounConcord. CREEKVIEW Self-storage
tains, Gatlinburg, Wed- Resort in New
depo- warehouses on Center
dings simple to elegant, Rent $175/mo plus
5pm.
after
436-2650
sit.
Drive behind Shoney's.
photographs, flowers, limo,
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
videos, lodging, ordained
285
minister, 1-800-242-7115.
NORTHWOOD storage
Mobilo
presently has units availTIME Share Units and
Mom Lets For Rent
able 753-2905 for more
campground memberships. Distress sales, MOBILE Home Village, information.
Cheap! Worldwide selec- available now. $75/mo., in365
tions. Call Vacation Net- cludes water Coleman RE,
For Sale
work, U.S. and Canada, 753-9898
Or Lame
1-800.-736-8250 or
300
305-566-2203. Free rental
3BR, 2 bath condominium.
Business
information,
753-3293 after 6pm.
Rentals
305-563-5586.
4 CAR clean-up shop, of
fice, paved lot, air
753-4509.
PRIVATE Investigator
D.B.A. Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite #102,
Murray, 753-2641
270

m
bas
:
AP:

DUPLEX, 1909 B. Westwood, 2br, lease, no pets,
$300 plus deposit.
762-6343 or 1-527-7382.

oi
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Nearly new home in town, master BR suite plus 2
BR w/large closets, central pa heat, cathedral
ceilings, attractive decorations, oak cabinets,
deck serous back, private fenced yard, fireplace.
$109,500. 753-1362 or 759-4116 after 5:00.

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding
Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts:
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
#280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just oft the Blood River
Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
minIMMI0

320

Mobilo
Hamm For Sees

RJR ROME REPAIRS

,786

FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S. Side
Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612.

1, 2, 3 or 48R furnished
apartments, nice, neer university. 753-6111 daytime,
10 WIDE, 2br home,
190
753-0606 nights.
$1200. 759-1927.
Fans
1BR apt., partially turn
Equipage
12x65, 3br, 3500 obo.
ished w/frig., some utilitiee
436-2749.
FORD C-40 uniloader,
paid. 753-8634.
753-3705
1200, Mr, 1 bath, must be
1 OR 2br apts. new downmoved, $3803. 753_5889
town Murray. 753-4109.
2n0
1975, 12x70, NICE 2br, 14
epee
apartbath, with many extras, re- 1 ROOM efficiency
Equipment
MSU,
near
very
ment,
cently redecorated, must
available now. Coleman
PORTABLE all metal hunt- sell 753-1410.
RE, 753-9898.
ing stands for sale Can be
1979 MOBILE home, 3br,
carport outseen folded up for easy
14 baths, 14x70 washer 28R duplex,
appl. furnstorage,
carrying 435-4307 after
side
and dryer, window air conished, economical heat
5Pm
ditioner, nice front and rear
pump system, no pets, dedecks All for $6500. Seen
$400/mo.
by appointment only posit required.
753-3778 or 753-7947.
545-3345.
carport,
1984 FLEETWOOD, 2BR duplex with
$325/mo
A FIREWOOD for sale
14x60, large garage, large w/d hook-up,
498-8977.
437-4667
lot, recently remodeled
offer'
an
make
CONDO style apartments.
FIREWOOD, $34 deliv- Must sell,
753-5155.
Like new. University view.
ered. 436-5598
Quiet area Appliances,
central gas heat and air,
$425/mo.
garage
753-8096 or 753-2633.

to

Pubic
Sala

BUNDY Alto Saxophone,
good condition, $150
759-1776 after 5pm.

Winger - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 36-5717 after 5 p.m.

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting. You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. New 1 and 2br
units. 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 2br duplex, carport
appliances, gas heat, deck.
$400/mo. 753-7457.
NEW 2br duplex, all appliances, ublity room, central gas heat/a, $425/mo.
753-9302 leave message.
NEW 2br duplex, fenced
backyard, w/d hook-up and
appliances, $385/mo.
492-8393
NEW large 2br, utility room,
gm water heater/heat, low
utilibes, appliances, deposit, $390/mo Call after
5prn, 753-8828
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 3 bedrooms Apply Hilidale Ape
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
UNIQUE 2br duplex, wood.
burning fireplace, large
deck, garage and many extras $450/mo After Sprn,
753-3742

1004 MAIN, 2br, 1 bath
carpeted, stove, midgets
to,. freezer, central h/a, wld
hook-up, no pets $380/rno
$300 deposit 756-1266

Yard Sale
307 So. 11th
Sat., Oct. 24
8 am.
Men, women & infants
clothes, lots of coats,
some hunting clothes,
bedspreads, curtains,
odds & ends.

2-Party
Yard Sale
1.013 Sharpe
Oct. 23-24
Fri. & Sat.
old quilt blocks, quilt
tope, cook books, quilt
scraps & other material,
mens suits, nurses uniforms, oak accessary
table, wicker elephant
housewares,
table,
tools & much more.

4-Party
Yard Sale
1512 Canterbury Dr.
Friday Only
7030 a.m..?
Homevideo game system & tapes; small
app., new watches,
jewelry,clothes,shoes,
Christmas trees and
decorations, Home Interior items and other
decorative acc.

CARPORT
SALE
1007 Olive

370
lluetook
& Supplies
HORSES. Bay '4 Arab
gelding, ten years, 14 1
HH, $650. For lease, registered OH, bay mare, 15.1
HH, 6 years, has been
shown. Equipment also for
sale. 753-1901 after
3:30pm_
HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles 8. Horse supplies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763.
380
Pets
& &VOW

Street
Murray
Thurs. & Fri.

Yard Sale
E-26 Fox
Meadows
Fri. Oct. 23

AKC Chow puppies, shots
and wormed. 488-2043.

7:00-?

FREE puppies, lab mix, 7
weeks old 436-5373

Baby items &
much more.

HAPPY JACK MANGE
MEDICINE: promotes healing and hair growth to
mange and hot spots on
dogs and horses without
steroids At TSC and
Southern States
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858

Auction
Oct. 31
House, Cabins
and Lots
1 mi. from
Kenlake State
Resort Park.
Watch nest weeks
paper for details.
502-365-3723

Oimip

460

4111

.110

Rouses
For Rant

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7:00 a.m. -?
2205 Quail
Creek Dr.
(Gatesborough Sub.)
fleam bestial !kw, tools, toys,
PertY p.a., kitchen items,
large-Mee ersesen's defame,
teen-sip Mae clothes, beaks,
chandelier & m iscellansous
it.-.-

Real
Estate

Publis
Sas

Garage Sale
1711 Jokasoa Blvd.
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 23 & 24
8 a.a.-3
Set of directors
chairs, king, full
size comforters,
clothing, kitchen
utensils, bed
frames, braided
rugs & more.

Fall
Yard Sale
104 N. 1atti St.
Thurs., Fri & Sat
Morning
Oct. 22, 23, 24
7 ens to 7
Very nice winter doting
(ell 50t to $500), household darns and paint, great
assortment of odds &ends,
prehistoric artifacts, something for everyone

Garage Sale
Sat, Oct. 24
8 am to ?
Misty
Meadows
Subdivision - South
of Oaks Country
Club, Robinwood
Dr. Box 1011 off
Oaks C.C. Road.
Novelties, dishes,
glasses, rugs, linens
& more.

3.5 2 STORY home on wooded
LOT
LAKE
ACRES-$7,900. Nicely lot, 4br, 2 bath custom oak
wooded w/access to spar- cabinets, greenhouse, winkling Barkley Lake Abuts dow and unique floor plan,
state lands Ideal homesite $83,500 MLS $4399 Call
w/protective covenants Kopperud Realty for your
County rd frontage *mils showing 753-1222
Financing Call now
CONDOMINIUM Located
800-858-1323. Woodland
retirement capital, Mur
in
Acres 8 30a-8 30p
ray, KY This maintenance
free. 1300 sq ft condo has
MARINA/RESORT
Located near Murray Ky. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths and
on Kentucky Lake this fully spacious garage Priced in
operating resort features 7 the low $70's Call
cottages owner/caretaker 502-753-1222, Kopperud
home, 32 slip boat dock Realty
and 6 2 acres of prime
430
2 story house in
lakefront Contact Kop- FREE
Real
be torn
perud
Realty, Hazel, KY Must
Estes
Call 901247-3957
down
502-753-1222
leave message
ATTENTION Veterans
PROPERTY for sale, small
Home loans to purchase or or large acreage
on the market, nice
489-2161 FRESH
1 00%
refinance
31x, 2 bath home w/central
after
6pm
purchase/90% refinances
gas heat and central air, ig
to $144,000 Phone Clar- RE/MAX Properties Ltd detached garage w/
ence Phillips Mortgage Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, workshop and fenced yard
Company, Bob Hay, Jean Bird Bel- MLS S4537 $51,000 Con
1-615-684-1029
Air Center 502-753-SOLD, tact Kopperud Really,
753-1222
1-800-369-5780.
BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales, Appraisals, Property
LONESOME HOME needs
Mgt. RE/MAX 753-SOLD
family. 3br, 2 bath, central
(gas) heating and cooling,
FREE UST of lakefront and
brick, lop condition Bob
lake access land bargains
Perrin, RE/MAX, 753-7653
on Barkiey Lake, Ky. Financing. Call now WOODED building lots in Evenings, 753-3509
800-858-1323. Woodland Lynwood Heights. City water, natural gas, cablevi- LYNN Grove Area, 3br, 3
Acres 8:30a-8:30p.
son, 3 3/10 miles on 94 bath on 2 acres, gas heat
JUST Reduced! This large west from Murray City Lim- fireplace, walk in closets, 2
commercial building has its 6% simple interest fi- car garage, 6 miles on 94
been reworked, rewired nancing available
West on the nght, Jones
and retoofed. Vacant and 753-5841 or 753-1566.
Sparkman Rd. 5th house
ready for your business.
on the left 435-4250
605 Maple St $48,500
753-5490
MLS $4392. Contact Kopg50
NICE 3br, 2 bath iv/carport,
perud Realty, 753-1222.
Firm
screened deck, above
For Sale
KOPPERUD REALTY ofground pool, storage buildnice dog kennel, on
fers a complete range of
ings,
101
ATTENTION Hunters:
Real Estate services with a
of large lot in stone area,
west
miles
9
acres,
wide selection of quality
$46,500. 489-2964
Hazel, lots of deer and
homes, all prices.
turkey, $32,000 759-1701. evenings.
753-1222.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

CARPORT
SALE

Public Auction

1606 Loch Lomond
Drive
Sat, Oct 24
8 a.nt-2 p.m.
machine,
Rowing
toys, men & women
clothing, dishes and
more.

Fri.,Oct.23rd,1992 at4 p.m.at808 Hurt St., Murray,Ky.
Turn on Broad St., off Glendale. Go 1 block turn right.
Watch for signs. Mrs. Lona Garland is unable to keep
house any longer and will sell her household furnishings.
Beautiful old 6 drawer treadle sewing machine - old 3 drawer
dresser base - pictures & frames- large round dough tray table lamps - tables - old odd bed - day bed with brass looking
caps - 5 tier wood shelf- 5 or 6 nice old quilts - maple looking
table with 4 chairs - bedspreads -linens - kerosene lamp - what
not items - 6 pink stem fruiters - 4 carnival glass fruiters - old
veg. bowls - shaker set - vinegar cruet - amber candy dish - old
stone buttermilk pitcher - old stone mixing bowls - other old
glass & china - cast iron pieces - pots & pans - flatware. small
kitchen appliances -fans & heaters -hand sweeper - odd chairs
- washer - water bath cooker - other items not listed. Auction
held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. For more
information and your auction needs phone 435-4144

Carport
Sale
1710 Magnolia
Drive
Sat, Oct 24, 1992
7 a.m.-12 Noon
Baskets, pillows, pictures, furniture, home
accessories.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
".1/y Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

First Time
Yard Sale

Estate Auction

Hwy. 94 West to Lynn
Grove, turn right on
893, 451 house on isft
Fri., Oct. 23
to 4

Saturday,Oct.24th at 1000 a.m.at thefarm home of Mr.Mose and Mrs.
Ruby Rhea Brewer.From Murray, Ky.take Hwy. 121 North to Stella,
Ky. take Hwy.299 to Kirkaay, Ky. at Kirksey take Hwy. 464 west to
Hwy.1836 north at the top of Backusburg Hill follow to auction.From
Mayfield, Ky.take 464 to 1836 North.From Benton, Ky.on Hwy.80 at
Brewers, watch for auction signs. Follow to auction.
High back oak bed dresser -tin door pie safe - old dresser base - other nice old
dresser with bevel mirror -old knock down wardrobe. goose neck rocker - old
magazine rack - old high back piano - six leg lamp table - round and flat top
trunks - fancy old mirror - old drop leaf table - iron beds- other old fancy wood
bed.large post bedroom suite - round and oblong dough trays - some fine old
picture frames -old hand woven basket - old serving tray - old foot warmer nice lap spread -old wheat cradle - platform scales - wash board- nail kegs -25
or 30 old quilts- feather beds & pillows - bedspreads - blankets - tablecloths very old tins-old wood juicer - butter paddle -wood boxes old books - churn lid
& dasher - old stonejugs - old bottles - old gas irons - wood barrel .old coffee pot
- meat grinder - well pulley - dinner kettle -cast iron pieces - white,blue & gray
granite. pink,green and red pieces - old figurines - opalescence candle holders
- amber pieces -old mixing bowls - old veg.bowls -old water set - other pitchers
& glasses - blue willow pieces - unusual shaker set - silver plate shaker set berry set - other old glass & china - flatware - small kitchen appliances, some
new - pots & pans - stove & ref. - wringer washer & tubs - air conditioner • 3
piece bedroom suite - straight chairs - elect. organ - good scanner - Rite way
large wood & coal stove - electric fans - chrome breakfast set - couch & chair coffee& end table.- other odd chairs -table lamps & tables - Milk can - chain
saw - railroad jack -old pitcher pump - crosscut saw - blue & green fruit jars hand & garden tools. Many other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144 Lynn Grove,

Bath curtains & mats,
enamel ware, long curtains, old end tables,
range, bath tub, some
baby boy clothes, lots of
knick knacks.

5-Party

4 Party
Yard Sale

Carport Sale
Fri Oct. 23
7 a.m.- 2 p.m.
1616 Parklane
Raleigh 10 speed

Rdn or Shins
Inside Gangs
Fri. 4 Sat.
From Iker Cancel MsIa.
444 Is fire lass se let
1963 VW Rabbit, 1975 laSabre Buick, answenng
mechines, recliner, poems, menet. H.D. vice
over 100 porcelain Beam
bottles, tame lades It mans
clothing. lots of mac.
m.

bicycle, Fisher Price
high chair, small
child's desk, lots of
miscellaneous.

Homes
For We

KY.

YARD SALE
Sponsored by Calloway County
Girls & Boys Soccer Teams

12th & Olive
Formerly Carolyn's Corner

Saturday, October 24
7 a.m.-?
Items from all over the county

Has such unusual
and unique gifts
you have to stop
By Way of by and browse.
the Grapevine New gift items arflying daily, including seasonal gifts
Watch for nest months celebration of
"Christmas at the Cabin."
(G4ft Coltflesess
121 South To Old Salem Road
Wed.-Sat. 10 am-5 p.m; Sea. 2-5 p.m.

Dan Miller, Darrell Beane &
Terry Paschall Auctioneers

2 Family
Yard Sale

Serl tie Mod ..tt't

1625 Sunset
Drive
Murray
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 23 & 24
8:00 - ?

Real, Estate Auction
Sat.,Oct.31st,1992 at4 p.m.From Murray,1(y.take Hwy.
94 East to Hwy. 1348 and Highland Road. Follow
Highland Road to Ledbetter Church.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Williams — Owner
Selling will be 47 acres ± by deed. This is a hunters paradise
Deer, turkey, quail and other wild game. This is part of Mr.
Noble Hurt place.
Terms:20% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing
of deed. For more information contact

Huge 3-Party
Yard Sale
Fit, Oat. 23
e4 East to as to Papiw
Springs Bloke Churek
Road. (Follow Signs)
Loa of goal clothes, re
e 2 yeses old, men
wooers clothes, coals, at
sizes children I wanes
shoat, crafts lightweight
gun rack. shelves. Singer
sewing machne. tools, toys
aid household mac,
AN Mad Te

•

ft./ It P(m.'

Dan Miller or
\Nilson Heal Estate
11,1N, Ill

:126.1
t•
-I1I
11 ikon 11roLci• !t,ri. 12111
I tin \lint t•
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1992

CLASSIFIEDS

TODAY'S CHILDREN: If there is one thing these Scorpios like better
than privacy, it is mysterious secrecy. Rarely will they reveal their true
agenda! They make up their minds quickly and carry out their plans with
determination. True strategists. they leave nothing to chance. Their brilliance of mind is often envied by their peers. Small, everyday pleasures
mean much more to these children than expensive possessions. They prefer
the simple and casual to the ornate and ostentatious.

53

Service'
Maid

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery cal 753-5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Construction Home
repairs and remodeling,
roofing room additions,
foundation ivixic Free estimates No jobs too big or
too small Call S&L Construction 753-3870 day or
night

Used

Homes
For Saki

Trucks

HOME for sale in quiet
street n older section of
town near Murray Middle
School Home totally redecorated and ready for immediate occupancy, (*Dual gas heat central
electric cooling Property
also includes nice garage
apt with 2 car garage ()tiered at $75 030 Contact
Bid Kopperud Kopperud
Realty. 753-1222

1983 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic, good condition 474-2356.

OWNER FINANCED. Zero
down. $300/mo 2br on
lake nice like new tv/2
cornered lots, large deck
753-8767
17n

Naleieysies
1989 KAWASAKI Ninia,
like new,2900 actual miles,
black with red stripe Retails for $3600, wit sell
motorcycle plus 2 matching
helmets for $3200
502-875-2040 after
5 30pm
BLACK 1982 Yamaha XS
400 good shape Si600
436-5356

NEW bug shields for pickups arid vans foreign and
domestic dear arid smoke
trit $19 50 ea Pick up bed
-lam $34 50,ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500

1946 CHEVY to be restored, $600 75*1927
1969 VOLVO 753-7928 or
753-1453
CAR Stereo Installation
7534113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center 1 block
from MSU dorms
1970 BUICK LeSabre rune
good, needs transmission
$200 759 46 1 7 or
753-7811 ask for Devil
1978 1.4G8. red, new black
convertible lop, good body
and interior, needs mechanical work. $900
759-1776 after Spin.

1979 CHEVROLET Seerado, swb, fully loaded
753-6063 after 5pm

DODGE Ram Char1983 FORD Escort, auto, 1989
2wd, 42,xxx, great to
ps/pb, as,cassette, good ger,
haul We 489-2543
condition. $1250
4892609.
1990 SILVERADO pickup.
cab with fiberg
1963 OLDS Cutlass Su- extended
23xxx miles
preme, new tires and lase topper
brakes, nice oar 753-5194 753-6784

HOUSE and 5 acres 4
miles out C/G A, 3br, 2
baths, LR DR,kitchen, FR,
rec room, large utility
Large attached room
Deck, 3 car garage 24x30
outbuilding Call 753-1279

-

limbos
06wee

1984 LINCOLN Mark VII
Good condition, new tree,
high madam, $2900 obo
436-2756.

sin

Compass

1989 WINNEBAGO War1984 PONTIAC Phoenix nor, 27', generator, a/c
SE, loaded $1550 rnicrowage color TV. awn
489-2609 after 5pm
ing, custom interior Excellent condition, 48xxx miles
Cherokee
1985 JEEP
firm 436-2261
$28,000
4-door, aic. paipb, 4wcf,
good condition. 489-2217
'01
after 5pm.
Unica
1986 OLDS 98 Regency
glared
Brougham, burgundy color,
ry yard
TOWN/count
A-1
excellent condition, 58,000
miles Contact Bill Kop- mowing landscaping tree
light
perud, 753-1222 days, trimming tree removal
haulng Free estimates
753-6620 evenings
Tin Lamb 436-2528
1987 DODGE 600, auto
air pis/pb, recent engine Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
work $2450 4892609
estimates 7530906 after
1988 CAMARO w/ground 5pm 759 9816 753-0495
effects, V-8, 5-speed.
57xxx miles, asking $6000 A 1 TREE removal & tree
tramming Light hauling &
437-4789.
odd pbs Free estimates
1988 HYUNDAI, low mi- 436-2102, ask for Luke
leage, needs TRIO POW
759-1551 days 763-1229 AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 436-2102
nights
ask for Paul
1989 CAMARO RS, V-6,
sharcor $5200 762-6188 af- ALPHA Builders Carpentry. rernockeing porches.
ter 5prn 382-2272
roofing, concrete, dnve1990 TEMPO GL. 47xxx ways, painting, mainte•
miles loaded, excellent name, etc Free estimates
condition, $6800 436-2917 489-2303
after 4prn
1991 CELICA GT loaded
$13,500 Serious inquires
only 753-3975
1991 CHEVY Cavalier RS
34xxx miles
red
753-4286
89 BERETTA good cond
$5800 753-4129

EMI
Yaw
1990 CHEVY Astro Van
loaded. 44xxx moles navy
and SEVEN 437 4902
500

Used
Testae
1950 FORD Fl stakebed
Al original Flathead V-8
recently rebuilt Sound
Runs great
body
436-5383 after 5pm

Steely
Ilackhos
Service
upoc Tun I Sows
753-11541

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FOR bushhogging leveling
din or gravel and seeding
yards call 753-3413

MOBILE home set-ups
Free alienates 759-2570,
8am-5prn
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

Free esti
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service AN work
GENERAL Roper plumb- guaranteed 492-8816
ing, roofing, tree work
RAYMOND Bynum Build436 2642
ing Contractor 25+ years
GERALD WALTERS experience Building and
Roofing vinyl siding paint- remodeling Call 753-8704
ing Free estimates 18 anytime
years experience Local reREFINISHING, stripping
ferences 489-2267
custom woodworking
GUTTERING By Sears 753-8056.
Sews residential and commercial continuous gutters ROCKY COLSON Home
installed for your specifica- Repair Roofing, siding,
tions Call Sears 753-2310 painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
for tree estimate
474-2307
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeing, pant- SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
ing wallpaper, carpentry. Repair, replacement. new
floor covering No job too installation, pumping, sewsmall 436-2052
ers, footings, basements
Backhoe-loader service
Spet
HOME Improvemen
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515
cialist Vinyl siding, windows. carports, and patio SEWING machine repair
enclosures 753-0280
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
GenS
K B ASSOCIATE
eral construcbon, remodel- SHEETROCK finishing
ing. garages, decks, patios, textured ceilings Larry
Chrtsrnan 492-8742
interior ten 753-0834

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
by & SOD our showroom
409 S.J418uNT MURRAY (Bernd Bunny (Pew
753-504C

'Drop

41'

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window, air conditioners
washers - dryers refrigerators - freezers
microwaves - dishwashers gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341

or

753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
Discow,... For
NEW
et
Mobile Home
Roofs!
AsOS ENE
sToPs rPisEL.1 El(SI
SAVES

SOUNDPROOFING
RUBBER!
New advance in coating technology can work
wonders for your mobile home. PACE'S
WHITE-STAR reduces roof racket with soundproofing rubber. Waterproofs, Insulates' Actually lowers on•th•-roof temperatures as much
U 35 degrees in the summer: conserves
inside hest in the winter. Just ONE COAT of
PACES WHITE-STAR adds years of protection to your roof - at low cost. Call for more
information.

(Free Winterizing During October)

Walt's Mobile Home
Repair
502-436-2776

HC Box 138 Hamlin, KY 46164

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system. driveways, haufing,foundations.
etc 759-4664
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service AM work guaranteed 753-1134

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors. Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763

FRIDAY,OCTOBER 23, 1992
(For your personalized daily leane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
assertive on the financial front. Get
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE any promises in writing.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0t. 22): Do
Fewer work pressures and more not let disappointing news keep you
romance lie just ahead. A relation- from doing your best work. You are
ship that develops slowly will headed for the big time if you please
endure. Economic changes make an the top brass. Put your best foot foremployment situation more stable. ward; dress fashionably.
A promotion could come sooner
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
than you think. Next spring, pay You reach the crossroads where a
attention to your first impressions; business venture is concerned. Push
they will be right on target. Tele- onward with the help of friends and
phone calls and good luck go hand- VIPs. Guard your savings from disin-hand as summer approaches. honest or incompetent financial
Revealing more of yourself to your advisers.
co-workers helps you gain their
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
cooperation.
Acting impatient or tactless will
21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON draw bad reviews today. Hide your
THIS DATE: TV host Johnny Car- irritation and emphasize the rewards
son. singer Dwight Yoakum. golfer of sharing. Pouring on the charm
Chi-Chi Rodriguez, soccer star Pele. will make you a big hit.
_ARIES kMarch 24 -April 19):
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-.Jan.
Business partners could change their 19): You can expect to get a special
minds, leaving you in a pickle. business deal today. Your mind is
Don't worry. You will soon be back keenly tuned to potential profits; a
on top! A good book holds your secret pact may result from confiattention more than television this dential talks.
evening.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Stop thinking about the monotony
Take care of paperwork and other of a task and you will get finished
important tasks before you even quicker. Shortcuts are favored so
think about going to lunch. Hidden long as you don't skip any crucial
hopes and desires will not come into steps. Confide in loved one.
being unless you share them with
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
your loved ones.
may try to persuade you to
Someone
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Do take a path you know is dangerous.
not overlook the obvious. A money Say "no" as many times as it takes
matter must be handled by you per- for the message to sink in. Seek
sonally. Do not procrastinate or try seclusion this evening.
to shift the responsibility onto someone else.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Be
more adventuresome today. You are
in good standing with friends and
VIPs alike. Your power base and _
circle of acquaintances continue hi grow;extend your reach.
• LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A won-,
derful new accord could touch your
life. Develop even better rapport
with your friends and associates;
make introductions. too. Launch a
special project.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Meeting privately with VIPs should
Replacement
be a highly enlightening experience.
Learn as much as you can. Be more
Windows
and

Subscribe!

!
Only $5 A Week
weeks)

ill ad runs minimum of 13
Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

THERMALINE

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

'7.50
'12.50
'L5.00

Vinyl Siding

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

Why pay high prices from
out of state You can have
clean,
easy
beautiful,
energy-saving Thermaline
windows at Big Savings right now!
Call

759-4433

Free Estimates
Financing Available

Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

BRYON'S Lawn Service
taking orders for fat leaf
pock-up 753-4591

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

•I1_,
Hal Nance-Broker
753-7955

BIN &steelier
753.7581

David Morris
759-4960

Professional Real Estate
1103 Northwood Drive

Miierray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

CARPET and vinyl enstalta
Don arid ropers Glen Bob
bar, 759-1247

FISH - SEAFOOD. BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

CARPORTS for car and
trucks Special sizes for
motor homes, boats RV's
arid etc Excellent protec
Don, high warty. excellent
value Roy HA, 759-4664
CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and re
pairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812

WILL clean gutters,
$15-$25. Call early morning or evenings. 753-8908.

Monday in the classifleds. You get a 2x1 display ad. regularly
priced at $9.60. for

AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436-5848

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15: most Wars
$35 New location Route 1,
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn., 753-0530.

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each

ANY remodeling, budding,
painting, roofing References 759-1110

CUSTOM KITCHEN C.ANINETS
CUST061 WOODWORKING

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690

Dial-A-Service is for you!

Milker
Air Conditioning
Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
N. Hazel

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 mapor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appeance Works, 753-2455

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical- Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

Four Star
*
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Porches and decks
with
available
metal root
White rubbenzed
roof coating or
silver roof coating
Everlock vinyl
underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Doors, Windows,
Metal Siding, Roor
Repair

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

Today, and Von...
1110 ook-r a resesed and updated cop) or kane Down's besi,elltn$ book "Yesterdas.
postage and handling
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Contract Bridge

You Have to Give to Receive
South dealer
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
• AK Q6
•Q 10 9 3
•7 4 2
+87

CHIII Chloe Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We set
chimney caps and screens
WEST
EAST
435-4191
4 .1 9 7 5
•10 8 4 3 2
VKJ72
COLSON'S Home Repair V 8 4
•8 5 3
Remodeling, carpentry •(4 J 10 6
painting and plumbing +92
+65
436-2575 liter 5pm
SOUTH
•
CONSTRUCTION. custom
A 65
framing, additions, solar
•A K 9
greenhouses, new homes
Tripp Wiliam 753-0663
•AKQJ 1043
The
bidding:
custom
OPS
COUNTERT
North East
Homes, trailers, offices South West
2•
Pass
Pass
Wulffs Recovery, Murray 2
3V
Pass
Pass
3+
436-5660

6+
CUNNtNOHAM'S Heating Opening lead -queen of diamonds.
and Cooling Service ComIt is certainly not unusual for a
plete installadion arid set- contract to fail because declarer lacks
at
Gary
Call
vic•
communication with dummy There
750-4754
are sometimes valuable tricks in
DRYWALL, finishing, re- dummy that are out of reach because
pairs, additions and blow- declarer cannot cross the table to
ing ceilings 753-4761
cash them
EXTERIORtinatrior pantConsider this deal where South
ing Wodunenship gueran- can point to 13 winners - three
teed 1-527-7382
spades,one heart,two diamonds and

seven clubs. However, there's one
big stumbling block - the three
spade winners are easier to count
than to cash.
Let's say South wins the diamond
lead, draws trurnps, and plays the Ax of hearts in an effortto reach dummy.
In the actual hand, this method of
play fares badly. East cashes the K-J
of hearts, exits with a diamond, and
the slam goes down two.
But there is a better line of play
available, and declarer should adopt
it. Leading the A-x of hearts wins
only if West has certain special heart
holdings, and this is basically only a
matter of luck.
Instead, South should make the
extraordinary play of leading the
three of trumps towards dummy at
trick two! He should be willing to lose
a trump trick to the missing nine in
order to create a sure entry to the AK -(4 of spades.
There is a far better chance of
making the slam by deliberately losing a trump trick than by drawing
trumps and then leading hearts.
True, declarer gives away a trick he
doesn't have to low,but he gets three
tricks in return One rarely encounters a bargain like that on the exchange mart these days.
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HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Hwy. 121 North • 75948134
Friday A Saturday
All You Can Eat
8 oz.
Pond Raised
Rib-Eye Steak
Catfish Steaks

$3.95

$3.95

S3H3N111 31.1d
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Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham Breakfast

ISVANY31:19

$3.15

HOIMONVS - 0-8-1:11/9 - 000AV3S

HSIT

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $
Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarlerty service for $25.00
every three months fully guaranteed???
We also offer'FREE Termite Inspections
'Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
'Moisture Barriers
'Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAVES!

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager - John Hutching
Murray, Ky.
"Serving You Since 1963"
When You've Tried Thom All Call SERVALL

Phone 753-6433
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Ten years ago
The annual meeting of Friends
of Calloway County Public
Library will meet Oct. 23 at the
library.
A special feature story and picture on Wally Warnke, photographer, is published. The story was
written by Charles Honey, staff
writer of the Murray Ledger &
Times.

Effie Edwards was named as
Calloway County Homemaker of
the Year at the annual day meeting of Calloway County Homemakers held at Holiday Inn. New
officers are Maxine Scou, Donna
Whitfield and Wilma Beatty.
Mrs. L.J. Hortin presented a
program on "Hobbies, the Magazine for Collectors" at a meeting
of Murray Magazine Club held at
the home of Mrs. George Hart.
Twenty years ago

Navy Petty Officer Joe K.

Teacher Association at the fall
district conference of PTA held at
Fulton on Oct. 4.
Rogina Sue Blackwood,
daughter of Ruth Farley Blackwood, has been named to the
honor roll at David Lipscomb
College, Nashville, Tenn.
June Crider, A.G. Childers,
Patricia Parks, Bud l Stalls, Nell
Robbins, Mildred Stalls, Clover
Cotham, Christine Kelly, Addle
Wilson, Dorothy Boone, Thelma
McDougal and Bob Robbins were
installed as officers of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Blakely, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Garrett, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray
Powell, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jasper Milliken and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Pridemore.

Dodd is serving at Naval Air Station, Meridan, Miss.
"Mr. and Mrs. Gingles Wallis
are back from a trip to England,
France and Holland," from column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams,
Publisher.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Turnbow were married for 60 years on
Oct. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hendon
will be married for 50 years on
Oct. 29.
Cynthia Ann Wilson and Alan
Thomas Camp were married Sept.
22 at Memorial Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lynch, Oct.
15.
Thirty years ago

Mrs. Paul Gargus, Mrs. Ralph
Reavis, Mrs. J.B. Starks and Mrs.
Polk Tyler were delegates from
Almo School Unit of Parent-

DEAR ABBY: Our son, Al, is
engaged to marry Beth in the near
future. Beth's parents, whom we
had never met, are divorced.
Beth's mother, Agnes, invited my
husband and me (over the telephone) to join her and her
boyfriend, plus Al and Beth, for dinner at a first-class restaurant. We
accepted with pleasure. Now for the
problem:
After the six of us enjoyed a lovely meal, the waiter brought the
check to the table and handed it to
Agnes because the reservations had
been made in her name, and she

appeared to be the hostess. Without
even looking at the bill, Agnes
handed it to Al. The bill came to
$400.
Al appeared somewhat bewildered. He didn't have that much
cash with him, and since my husband and I were also invited guests,
we didn't have $400 either. So my
husband and I and Al excused ourselves, pooled all the money we had,
and Al put the balance on his credit
card.
We are not rich — we are middle-class working people. Al didn't
want to make a scene, but we are

outraged at such rudeness.
Abby, in your opinion, what
should we have done?
LIVID IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR LIVID: You should
have politely told Agnes that
since she had invited you, you
assumed that you were to be
her guests. Then, Al should
have told his future mother-inlaw:"If you can't handle this, I'll
put the balance on my credit
card, and you can reimburse me
later."
Or, Beth could have taken

Daily Comics
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Forty years ago

The list of persons called for
petit and grand jury duty for the
November term of Calloway
County Circuit Court has been
released by Calloway County
Circuit Court Clerk George
Weaks.
"A lot of Murray High School
boys got a good taste of the feeling that runs in our community of
helping a neighbor in trouble.
About 30 or 40 of the MHS boys
came across Main Street during
the tragic fire at the home of Dr.
P.A. Hart and rendered great
aid," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
J.D. Dobbs of Jackson, Tenn.,
is speaker at a revival meeting
now in progress at Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. J.I. Smith were
married for 65 years on Oct. 21.

Dear Abby
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Looking Back

Today is Thursday, Oct. 22, the 296th day of 1992. There are 70
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Thirty years ago, on Oct. 22, 1962, President Kennedy went on
radio and television to announce he had ordered U.S. air and naval
forces to blockade Cuba, following the discovery of Soviet missile
bases on the island. Kennedy demanded the Soviets dismantle the
rocket sites.
On this date:
In 1746, Princeton Univer(ity in New Jersey received its charter.
In 1797, French balloonist Andre-Jacques Garnerin made the first
parachute descent, landing safely from a height of about 3,000 feet.
In 1836, Sam Houston was inaugurated as the first constitutionally
elected president of the Republic of Texas.
In 1883, the original Metropolitan Opera House in New York held
its grand opening. The first opera performed at the Met was Gounod's
"Faust."
In 1979, the U.S. government allowed the deposed Shah of Iran to
travel to New York for medical treatment — a decision that precipitated the Iran hostage crisis two weeks later.
In 1986, President Reagan signed into law sweeping tax-overhaul
legislation.
Ten years ago: President Reagan met at the White House with an
Arab League delegation in a session described by Reagan as an
"important milestone" in the quest for peace in the Middle East.
Five years ago: In a bid to calm the recent frenzy in the world's
financial markets, President Reagan told a news conference he would
be meeting with congressional leaders to negotiate ways of reducing
the budget deficit.
One year ago: The European Community and the European Free
Trade Association concluded a landmark accord to create a free trade
zone of 19 nations by 1993. Freed American hostage Jesse Turner
arrived in Wiesbaden, Germany, after nearly five years of captivity in
Lebanon. The Atlanta Braves beat the Minnesota Twins, 5-4, in game
three of the World Series.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Joan Fontaine is 75. Sen. John Chafee,
R-R.I., is 70. Actor Christopher Lloyd is 54. Actor Derek Jacobi is 54.
Actor Tony Roberts is 53. Actress Annette Funicello is 50. Actress
Catherine Deneuve is 49. Actor Jeff Goldblum is 40.
Thought for Today: "Moral indignation is in most cases two percent moral, forty-eight percent indignation, and fifty percent envy."
— Vittorio De Sica, Italian movie director (1901-1974).
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the bill from Al's hand, returned
it to her mother with the
reminder,"Mom, we thought
you were hosting this dinner,
since you invited us."
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I,
married 17 years, are having a difference of' opinion. I have been corresponding with a female friend for
many years. We were neighbors and
just good friends back in my hometown. I have always left her letters
on the table for my wife to read.
My wife has recently begun to
correspond with a female friend, but
I am not allowed to read the'correspondence. I only want to read
those letters to satisfy my curiosity.
I feel that after 17 years of marriage and sharing our most intimate
thoughts and feelings, my wife
should continue to be open and
sharing. She has requested that I
write this letter and ask your opinion.
What do you say, Abby?
TOM IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR TOM: Inviting your
wife to read the correspondence
between you and your female
friend of many years in no way
obligates your wife to offer you
the same privilege.
In his book "The Prophet,"
Kahlil Gibran, the Middle Eastern poet-philosopher, wrote of
marriage:
"But let there be spaces in
your togetherness ...
"Love one another, but make
not a bond of love ...
"Sing and dance together
and be joyous, but let each
one of you be alone ...
"And stand together yet not
too near together:
"For the pillars of the temple
stand apart,
"And the oak tree and the
cypress grow not in each
other's shadow."

_

CATHY
SHli! I DON'T
WANT GUS TO
HEAR THINGS
LIKE THAT!

(WHEN THE FIRST
LIKE
THING YOU MENTION
WHAT ?
15 MOW A WOMAN
LOOKS, YOU PERPETUATE THE FEELING THAT LOOKS
ARE AU, THAT CCUNTS.

LITTLE GUS WILL NEVER GROW
uP IN A WORLD WHERE MEN
DON'T JUDGE WOMEN ON
LOOKS IF WOMEN APPEAR TO
BE DOING IT TO EACH OTHER!
SHALL WE START OVER ?

Dr. Gott

HI, ANDREA
YOU SEEM AS
PREACHY AND
OBSESSIVE
AS EVER

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
c

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Veracity
6 Listens to
11 Baby's
footwear
12 Ancient
Hebrew
ascetic
14 Key — pie
15 Inclines
17 Beast of
burden
18 Ginger —
19 Extra
20 — Lanka
21 Myself
22 Wideawake
23 Petitions
24 Blackboard
adjuncts
26 Consecrated
27 Propositions
28 Clothed
29 Wire nails
31 Wing-footed
animals
34 Evaluate
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GARFIELD
TRASH!

GARBAGE...
JUNK...
GARBAGE .JUNK...
GARBAGE...
JUNK...

1

CLICK
CLICK
CLICK
CLICK
CLICK
CLIC

2

3

43 Imprisonment
45 Entangle
47 Partners
48 Look fixedly
DOWN

10-22 ® 1992 United Feature Synclical

1 Hard worker
2 Italy's
capital
3 Shoshonean
Indian
4 Tellurium
symbol

4

5

our

18

00

21

PEANUTS

15

5 Assistants
6 Vital organ
7 Anglo-Saxon
slave
8 Beast of
burden
9 Note of scale

6

7

UU iUUUU
22UUUU

34

••=•••1116

UU

UUU

UUU
32

31

36UUU.
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II
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/0-42

42

41UUUU
44

U47

45
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dUU

48

UUUU

11 Censure,
13 reproach
Be
16 Hearing
organs
19 Winter
vehicles
20 Tanned skin
22 Stage
whisper
23 Strikes hard
25 Wane
26 Happiness
28 Collides
29 Stamp
30 Radioactive
metallic
element
31
32 Say under
suhnatrerined
3335 oath

33

36

43

Ky.

2O
23

37

Rafft7

.0.

17

26
26

27UUU

UUUWIWI

10

16UUU

25UUUU

RAT5!
I MISSED
THE
SCHOOL
BUS!

9

10 s
Blee
reapthes
loudly in

13

24

IT'5
EMBARRA551N6
RCN& THE
ZAMBONt..

8

12

11UUUUU
14

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Social rank;
caste
36 Printer's
measure
37 Fruit drink
38 Iron
39 New Deal
agcy.
40 Nickel
symbol
41 Trample
42 Actor John

38 Sit for
portrait
39 Hebrew
measure
41 Fondle
Wine
42
44 Su egc
od
up
46 Bible bk

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm concerned
about radiation. Since March 1981 I
have had two biopsies of my right
breast and 19 mammograms. So far
no cancer, yet my hair is thinning and
I have a hormone imbalance. I was
told by an X-ray technician that the
body retains radiation from mammograms and other X-rays, so I'm
alarmed.
DEAR READER: The amount of
radiation absorbed by the body is, indeed, cumulative. However, the
amount of X-ray during a mammogram is very small, probably on the
order of the amount of radiation you'd
normally receive flying round-trip
coast to coast.
Nonetheless. I'm concerned about
your 19 mammograms in 11 years.
This seems like a whale of a lot of diagnostic testing. I wonder if all of it
was necessary. Pin your doctor down
on this one and find out why you've required so many breast X-rays.
In any case, I doubt your "hormone
imbalance" and thin hair are consequences of your mammograms. Perhaps you're experiencing symptoms
of menopause. Your doctor should be
able to clarify this issue.
Although, in my opinion, you
needn't be alarmed about the radiation from your mammograms, moderation would certainly be appropriate in the future.
DEAR DR. GOTT: You occasionally address questions about schizophrenia and manic depression, but I
have never seen where you refer them
to the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill. This is a grass-roots family
support organization that is trying to
put mental illness on the nation's
agenda.
DEAR READER Mental disorders
certainly require a lot of support. I
am glad to learn of the National Alliance. Interested readers may contact
the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill at 2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 302.
Arlington, VA 22201.
Thank you for writing.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Mental and Emotional Illness." Other readers who would like a
copy should send $1.25 plus a long.
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.0 Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369 Be sure to mention the title
re) 1992 NIVWSP4
PwrgRIWtsw A.VN

Obituaries
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Mrs. Donna Jean Norsworthy

-1P

Mahlon Treas

•-.•#,71,1*

1936; one daughter, Mn. June
Andrews and husband, Kenneth,
and one granddaughter. Mrs. Lisa
Hawes and husband. Jerry, Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Jessie Dee
Moore, Detroit, Mich.
The funeral will be Friday at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Jim Alford will officiate.
Music will be by South Pleasant
Grove Church Choir with Tommy
Gaines as organist.
Burial will follow in South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Mahlon Treas, 78, Rt. 1, Box
at
73, Murray. died Wednesday
12:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A carpenter, he was a member
ed
of South Pleasant Grove Unit
ch.
Chur
Methodist
Born Oct. 5, 1914. in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late J.N. Treas and Alcena Miller
Treas. One son, Larry Ray Treas,
one sister, Eula Mae Billington,
and four brothers, Curtis, Herman, Bill and Ovis Treas preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Clara Brandon Treas, to
whom he was married on Oct. 3.
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lege Park Memorial Park, College
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Park, Ga. The Rev. MI. Ennes
Ellenwood, Ga.; three sons,
officiated.
Howard L. Carmichael and
Michael Strickland, Murray, Jeff
Strickland Ill, Los Angeles,
Sons Funeral Home, East Point
Ga.. was in charge of Calif., and Raymond Strickland,
Norcross. Ga.; two sisters, Mrs.
arrangements.
Gladys Barker and Mrs. Mary
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the Corneu, and one brother, Stewart
form of donations to the Ameri- Strickland. all of Social Circle,
can Cancer Society.
Ga.; five grandchildren.
Mr. Strickland Jr.. 67, River-

Larry T. Rousse

Muesli:ten Is Sint 1 j.i. I

Stock Market
Report

Jefferson S.(Jake) Strickland Jr

Final rites for Samantha
Renee' Linn were today at 11
a.m. at Hardin Baptist Church.
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham and
the Rev. Rebecca Church
officiated.
Burial will follow in Haltom
Cemetery, Benton, with arrangements by Roth Funeral Home of
Paducah.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to the Dream
Factory, P.O. Box 2333, Paducah,
Ky. 42002-2333, Attn. Janice
Harris.
Miss Linn, 6, of 1001 Hickory
St., Benton, died Monday at 4
a.m. at Kosair Children's Hospital, Louisville.
Survivors include her father,
John Stephen Linn and his wife.
Betsy, of Cadiz; her mother, Mrs.
Lisa May Neamon, Benton; half
sister, Casey Elizabeth Linn,
Cadiz; half brother, Stephen Elias
Linn, Hardin; grandparents,
Robert and Verenda Johnson and
Ray and Betty Neamon, Benton.
and Joyce Banister, Cadiz; greatgrandparents, A.B. and Emma
Jean Rhea, Benton, Rouen Linn,
Paducah, and Millard Stroh,
Strykersville, N.Y.

Homeplace hosts
old-time wedding
Ever wonder how weddings of
the 19th century would compare
with weddings of today?
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes will host an 1850-style
wedding Saturday, 2-4 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850.

Agent
Independent General Insurance
Representing
8 Insurance Companies
"Free help in filing claims

for my clients"
s of Health & Life Insurance.
•I have a variety of coverage in all type
coverage and price for each
•I have a variety of prices. •I can fit the
individual.

Re-elect

Sally AInledexpeannddenert
Murray
School Board

Vote November 3rd

The Chaise
Is Up!•
You found it...
genuine LA-Z-BOY®
Chaise Recliners
at a great low
Thurman's price!
The recliner that really knows
how to put you at ease. With
a fully reclining chaise support
that bridges the gap left by
other recliners. In styles and
fabrics from practical to sublime.
At prices that are very laid back.

LA-Z-BOY

Auctionat
Real Estate
1992 at5 p.m.located

Friday,October 30th,
3rd and Center Streets in Hazel, Hy.

'Paramount Contemporary
style with casual pillow
channel design. Available In
several colors. Save $170.
Regular '569'5

$399
A small down payment
will hold your purchase till
Christmas

ng room, kitchen,
Three bedroom house, living room, dini
A. insulation,
T.V.
air,
central gas heat, central electric
er lot.
aluminum siding, a fine house on corn
ion. Balance in 30
auct
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day
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Store Hours: 9:00-5:30 • Free Delivery

209 East Main St.
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